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Association of Exploration Geophysicists
FIRST ANNOUNCEMENT
37th Annual Convention and Seminar on Exploration Geophysics
15 - 17 October, 2015, Jaipur, India.
The Association of Exploration Geophysicists (AEG), is organizing its 37th Annual Convention
and Seminar on Exploration Geophysics during 15-17th October, 2015 at Jaipur, India. The special
theme of the Seminar is “Recent advances in Geoexploration of Mineral Resources: Present
Practices and Future Challenges”. The Association has successfully conducted 36 annual meetings
and seminars with themes of topical interest and national importance. AEG seminars are organized in
different parts of India to enthuse and involve geoscientists from various geoscience organizations,
academic experts from universities and IIT’s, practitioners, geoscience service providers and Industry
experts and bring them to a common platform. The seminar is expected to attract geoscientists from
India and abroad who will be presenting technical papers on the state of art practices in geosciences.
This seminar will be of immense value to professional geoscientists, industrial planners, investors,
engineering geologists and research scholars of geosciences. The seminar serves as a unique
interdisciplinary platform for the delegates to enjoy a broad spectrum of geology, geophysics and
related technologies in the technical sessions, poster sessions and exhibition.
Call for Papers
Papers are invited from the participating delegates as per the guidelines of Journal of Geophysics.
The number of papers for the seminar is restricted to 50 Oral presentations. Authors are requested to
send the Abstracts by 31st July, 2015. Acceptance of the abstracts will be communicated by 7th August,
2015. Authors are requested to submit the full paper before 15th September, 2015. Only those papers
which are received before 15th September, 2015 will be considered for presentation in the seminar.
Original scientific contributions are encouraged and invited. Authors are requested to send the text of the
abstract in MS Word by email to aegindiageophysics@yahoo.com. Communication regarding acceptance
of the papers for oral/poster presentation will be sent to the authors before 30th September, 2015.
Exhibition
An exposition highlighting state of the art techniques, geophysical and allied instruments, service
and products of national and international vendors and geoscience software will be organised during
the seminar. The exhibition will enable the delegates to gain a comprehensive overview of the products
and services available as well as an opportunity to discuss the latest developments with representatives
from the major companies serving the needs of the exploration industry. Exhibits are expected to
span all the sectors of the exploration industry - petroleum, minerals, coal, groundwater, engineering
and environment. A wide range of publications of AEG and other institutions will also be exhibited.
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Jour. of Geophysics
April 2015, Vol. XXXVI No.2
pp 61

EDITOR’S PAGE
With great pleasure and satisfaction, Association of Exploration Geophysicists (AEG) forwards the Vol.XXXVI No.2
April-June, 2015 issue of the Journal of Geophysics (JOG) to all its members and patrons.
A brief summary on the research contributions in this volume of the journal is given below.
Geological Interpretation of Airborne Electromagnetic data is greatly facilitated if the data are accurately converted to
3D physical properties. James Macnae in his article “Rapid Modelling and Inversion of Airborne Electromagnetic
Data” discusses in detail the Spectral CDI3D technique for transformation of airborne EM data to 3D conductivity
distribution. The spectral CDI3D method can be effectively utilized to identify and locate discrete conductors, such as
sulphides, kimberlites or palaeochannels. The application of CDI3D technique in the interpretation airborne EM data is
illustrated by the case studies from Australia and Sweden.
V.A.Aedil Elizabeth and A.K.Rastogi in their article “Differential Evolution Optimization to Obtain Inhomogeneous
Aquifer Parameters” emphasize the important role of inverse modeling in the assessment of aquifer system parameters in
development and management of the groundwater resources. Their study deals with the application of Differential Evolution
(DE) optimisation technique in groundwater hydrology for estimation of zonal transmissivity by inverse modelling. Based
on the performance evaluation criteria they demonstrated that FEM-DE is a suitable alternative in groundwater system
planning and management.
In the technical paper on “Structural Evaluation of Granite - Greenstone Terrain and Bhima Basin – Insights Based
on Aeromagnetic Data” S. Srinivas et al., demonstrated the effectiveness of aeromagnetic data in understanding the
structural evaluation of Granite-Greenstone Terrrain and Bhima basin. Their study indicate a deep seated structure associated
with the Deodurg and Mangalur Schist Belts, exposed intermittently within the gneissic terrain, with a probable extension
below the Deccan Trap cover. Integrated interpretation of aeromagnetic data and regional gravity data confirms the
extension of schist belts of Eastern Dharwar Craton under the Deccan trap cover.
Shrajala Pitla et al., in their case study “Application of Geophysical Techniques in Uranium Exploration along the
Albitite Line, Kerpura-Karoi Area, Sikar District, Rajasthan” highlighted the role of ground magnetic and Induced
Polarization (IP) surveys in delineating structures and disseminated sulphide zones which are the favorable locales for
uranium mineralization in the area. The analysis of magnetic data provided the lithostructural understanding of the area
and mapped major and minor anomaly trends, structural faults and fractures. Time domain induced polarization surveys
facilitated in delineation of high chargeability-low resistivity zones indicating the presence of disseminated metallic sulphides.
The correlation of borehole information with the geophysical data indicates close association of delineated fracture zones
and moderate chargeability values with the uranium mineralization. The presence of disseminated grains of pyrite and
magnetite as indicated by petrological studies of rock samples further corroborate the results of geophysical surveys.
In the technical paper on “Delineation of Platinum Group of Elements (PGE) Host Rocks by Magnetic (TF) Survey
in Mutthukkallur and Mangalampalayam Blocks of MUC, Tamilnadu” D.M. Bhardwaj et al., indicate the subtle variations
in magnetic data can signify the extensions of the PGE hosts in Mettuplayam Ultramfafic Complex belt. Detailed magnetic
surveys carried out in Mutthukkallur and Mangalampalyam blocks delineated a number of continuous and discrete magnetic
trends, some of which corroborate with meta-pyroxenite bands which may be associated with PGE mineralization. The
processed magnetic data exhibit a good correlation with the known geology and structural features.

V.P.Dimri
A.K.Chaturvedi
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Rapid Modelling and Inversion of Airborne Electromagnetic Data
James Macnae
RMIT University School of Applied Sciences, GPO Box 2476, Melbourne 3001 Victoria Australia
Email : James.macnae@rmit.edu.au

Abstract
A number of algorithms for the transformation of airborne EM data to 3D conductivity distributions have been
developed in the past few years. The simplest algorithms stitch together 1D solutions, and are generally only valid when
dips are less than 30°. Very limited work has been undertaken on fitting 2D models to AEM data. A number of 3D
solutions are however now available; using either constrained blocky models, or parameterized simple target shapes.Blocky
models require extensive regularization or geological constraints, with major computer memory and time resources
required. Working algorithms from different research groups are coded in frequency domain, in time domain using
time-stepping and also at the resistive limit. The simple target shapes for parametric inversion methods include dipoles,
spheres and plates. Generally, these solutions allow for resistive bedrock hosts, but some allow for a conductive
overburden cover.
This paper describes an implementation of the Annan spectral method to permit the automatic detection and fitting of
both vortex and current gathering responses from discrete targets.The method, called CDI3D, consists of 1) AEM System
definition 2) pre-calculation of a large number of system specific AEM responses for target geometries of interest 3)
Conversion of data to stitched 1D CDI through EMFlow with conversion to equivalent step response data 4) response –
background separation 5) successive brute force fitting of every “possible” anomaly to every successive line segment of
data 6) selection and refinement of acceptable models based on error criteria
The CDI3D method has been successfully tested on helicopter system EM data, in particular VTEM and Helitem. In
this mode, CDI3D allows for the joint fitting of z and x component data. For a central-loop configuration, there is no x
component response from a layered earth; so stitched 1D models cannot be consistent with any x component anomaly.
The CDI3D algorithm has also been applied to fixed wing systems, including Tempest, Spectrem and Geotem. Only a
few hours on a PC are now required for 3D model fitting for a 1000 line-km survey. By comparing stitched 1D, 3D and
drill information, the advantages of CDI3D fitting over stitched 1D are that a) Small and steeply dipping conductors are
now imaged at the correct depth b) Tabular targets are imaged with the correct dip c) Edge effects such as horseshoe
responses seen in stitched 1D are corrected, and d) once the fitted target response has been stripped from the data, a
conductivity-depth-image of the residual provides a result without artifacts. The rapid CDI3D process is illustrated with
data from Australia and Sweden.

Introduction
Geological Interpretation of Airborne Electromagnetic
data is greatly facilitated if the data are accurately converted
to 3D physical properties, specifically conductivity. Such
3D conductivity volumes can be presented as maps or
sections. The relationship between conductivity and geology
is well known to be ambiguous. Generally however,
unweathered mafic and felsic rocks (or basement) are
electrically resistive. Most sediments and altered rocks are
moderately conductive, whether the alteration is caused by
weathering or heat-driven fluid migration. Massive sulphides,
graphite and manganese oxide commonly form excellent
conductors.
There are many geological constraints that can and should
be used to define model requirements as well as help
interpretation. A selection of these is summarized in Table 1.
Quasi 3D visualisation of ground conductivity underlying
airborne electromagnetic (AEM) surveys has been common

since successive 1D inversions or approximate conductivitydepth values were stitched together to form quasi 2D sections
along survey lines, and then further interpolated between
lines to make quasi 3D conductivity models (Macnae et al.,
1998). This approach is valid for conductive targets dipping
at less than about 30° (Macnae et al., 2012), except close to
lateral conductivity boundaries. Figure 1 presents examples
of several available codes applied to the same line of VTEM
data.
There have been many recent publications discussing
different methods to achieve 3D modelling and inversion of
airborne electromagnetic data. Sattel and Reid (2003)
automatically fitted anomalies with magnetic and electric
dipoles. Schaa and Fullagar (2010) greatly extended the
resistive limit approximation discussed in Stolz and Macnae
(1997), allowing the use of geological constraints in the
fitting process. Wilson et al., (2012) and Yang and Oldenburg
(2012) attempt 3D inversion using over parameterised blocky
models, with millions of voxels. There are several
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Table 1: Common geological targets and appropriate EM models
Geology
EM Model
Example algorithms
Extensive layered conductors
are common (from sediments,
regolith, volcanic flows,
intrusions,ultramafic complexes)

Thin sheet, Halfspace and
EMFlow, UBC
horizontal layered earth models
useful of sub-horizontal dips

Unconformities are common

Need discrete layers:
AirBeo, EMIGMA
Discontinuities in conductivity
are expected so “smooth models”
will generally be wrong
Facies changes occur, where
Aarhus LCI and SCI inversions,
Smoothness constraints are
chemical and hence physical
useful for conductivity within TechnoImaging
properties vary gradually within discrete units
one unit
Volcanogenic and Sedex
Dipping tabular conductors are CDI3D (inductive limit and
(sedimentary Exhalative) targets very useful models. Finite
current gathering), VPEM3D
are usually tabular in areas with difference blocky models are a (resistive limit), Maxwell,
poor representation with dip/ MultiLoop
limited folding
strike variations
Kimberlites usually have
Finite disc or horizontal tabular CDI3D, MultiLoop,
conductor models are useful
Blocky3D?
weathered conductive tops
Porphyry / IOCG

Unconformity Uranium

Hydrogeology

Large weak conductors,
potentially with mode
conductive cores. 3D blocky
models may be good
Associated with alteration /
tabular basement conductors /
palaeochannels
Electrical conductivity a
function of porosity (actually
hydraulic conductivity) and
salinity. Layered earth and
lateral/spatial constrained
inversions good except at
lateral discontinuities

disadvantages to the over parameterised approach: 1) it
requires somewhat arbitrary stabilisation techniques such as
“smoothing” or minimal departure from an assumed starting
model 2) it consumes very significant computer time and
memory resources and, most importantly 3) if using
rectangular voxels, it cannot properly model thin conductors
with dips or strikes much different from 0° or 90°, with the
worst cases at 45° (Minami and Toh, 2012).
Recently, based on the recent coding improvements and
the formulation of Annan (1974), Macnae (2013) has
presented results of helicopter EM surveys automatically
modelled by program CDI3D. The method used consists of
1) AEM System definition 2) pre-calculation of a large
number of system specific AEM responses for target
geometries of interest 3) Conversion of data to stitched 1D
CDI through EMFlow and prediction of the equivalent
step-response (numerically implemented as tau domain) data

UBC, CEMI codes

None ideal

Aarhus LCI and SCI inversions,
TechnoImaging

4) response - background separation 5) successive brute force
fitting of every “possible” anomaly to every successive line
segment of data. CDI3D models include vortex induction in
confined targets, current gathering responses (including
fences as one end-member) 6) selection and refinement of
acceptable models based on error criteria.
3D model fitting using the CDI3D process takes roughly
double the time if standard EMFlow stitched 1D processing.
A manual classification system to “rate” picks in terms of
error of fit, the context of geology or with ancillary
information such as magnetics can take as long as an
interpreter wishes.

CDI3D Spectral Models
Full 3D EM solutions of realistic geological structures and
targets are complex, impossible to solve analytically, and
very difficult to code when using numerical methods and

Rapid Modelling and Inversion of Airborne
Musgrave Province, conductivity depth sections from transforms and inversions
3D Moving footprint blocky Inversion

Fig. 1. Comparison of stitched 1D, 2D and 3D conductivity sections from VTEM data (Let Cooper et al,
2012, 3D EM workshop, ASEG conference).
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further prone to significant error. One exception to this
generalization is in the paper of West and Edwards (1985);
whose equation 17a closely approximates the secondary Hs
(or Bs) field of a confined target in a layered earth as the
non-interacting sum

~BRvTv + ARgTg
Hs =

(1)

where B (x,y,z) is the inductive limit (free space EM
response of body), A(x,y,z) is the saturated current channeling
(static MMR response), Rv and Rg are response functions
(exponential type decays for vortex induction, a
constantreflection coefficient for channeling),Tv and Tg are
almost identical transfer functions (accounting for time delay
for EM to pass through cover). Testing of the solution was
presented in the paper but software based on this was never
commercialised to my knowledge.

than direct induction responses, and more evident in AEM
systems with separated transmitter and receiver.
The modelling algorithm used in CDI3D is based on the
results of Annan (1974) who formulated solutions for
galvanic and vortex currents on a plate embedded in the earth
(Figure 2). The vortex current solution went on to be
commercialised as program PLATE by the University of
Toronto.

The Inductive Limit response B(x,y,z),is a function of
location whose amplitude is the response of a perfect
conductor to an EM system. The inductive limit has been
shown to be identical to the early delay time limit of the
step-response, or the high-frequency response in frequency
domain (West and Macnae, 1991). Some attempts to use
this finite perfect conductor model in fitting data have been
attempted (Macnae et al., 1998; King and Macnae, 2001;
and Smith and Lee, 2002). Because the affects of conductive
cover delay and attenuate the EM response of conductors in
the basement, inductive limit fitting has found little practical
application to date. Further, inductive limit models do not
account for current gathering effects.
The current gathering component, described by RgA(x,y,z)
in equation (1) is controlled by conductivity contrast as well
as the temporal behaviour of the host or overburden currents
in the vicinity of the target. Such responses are broader

Fig. 2. Example galvanic (top) and vortex
(bottom) eigencurrents in a plate embedded in a
layered earth.

Fig. 3. Coupling of airborne transmitter Tx primary Bp to vortex eigenpotentials(lower right) and
primary Ep to galvanic eigenpotentials(left) for a vertical plate conductor. In the case where the
plate conductor is in a resistive host and contacts conductive cover, current gathering only occurs
through the top. The bronze-black sections show the relevant primary field.

Rapid Modelling and Inversion of Airborne
Recent advances in spectral methods permit the
calculation of dipping tabular body EM model responses
and can performs inversions is seconds on a laptop (Macnae,
2014). The method involves calculating the coupling
between an airborne transmitter and the plate. Vortex
induction arises from the primary B field, and galvanic
currents arise from background host currents parallel to the
circulating E component of the primary field.
The first step in the CDI3D model calculation is a spectral
decomposition of vortex (currents confined to plate, only
“ curl J” present) and galvanic (convergent and divergent,
only “div J” non-zero) eigenpotentials. Examples are shown
in Annan (1974) who used 8 to 16 eigenpotentials and in
Figure 3 above. With modern computers 200 or more
eigenpotentials are trivial to compute.Figure 3 shows
schematically how the potentials are used. The primary
magnetic field of the transmitter Tx can be evaluated at every
point on the target plate. Its perpendicular component Bp^
is shown to the right on Figure 3. With the calculated vortex
eigenpotentials being an orthogonal set, the current induced
in the plate is obtained through taking the dot product of the
primary with each eigenpotential, and summing the results.
The coupling to the receiver is found using reciprocity,
and a complete forward model can be calculated in
milliseconds.Figure 4 shows two limiting vortex induction
(the inductive limit) and current gathering (the saturated case)
profiles. Note that because of its unidirectional nature, the
response of galvanic current flow is much wider than that of
confined vortex currents.

CDI3D process
In practice, we need to account for the observed decay
of each of the current gathering and vortex components, and
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fit these to the observed decay of AEM field data. This
process is undertaken in the time-constant domain. The full
processing method for AEM data consists of 1) AEM System
definition of waveform and geometry 2) pre-calculation of
a large number of system specific AEM responses for target
geometries of interest 3) Conversion of AEM data to stitched
1D CDI through EMFlow with conversion to equivalent step
response data 4) response – background separation 5)
successive brute force fitting of every “possible” anomaly
to every successive line segment of data 6) selection and
refinement of acceptable models based on error criteria.

Results
Sediment hosted sulphides, Geotem data, Queensland
The first example of airborne EM is a case where stitched
1D inversions and CDI are appropriate. The Walford Pb-Zn
–Cu-Ag deposit has been surveyed with a number of systems
including Tempest (Lane et al, 2000). The results presented
here are however derived from Geotem Deep data
(Wolfgram et al., 1999).
The conductors at Walford Creek are sub-horizontal, with
dolomitic siltstones appearing green on the stitched EMFlow
CDI sections with conductivities in the 10 to 100 mS/m range
(Figure 5). A resistive sandstone basement appears blue.
The target sulphides of more than 100 mS/m appear in
yellows and reds, near to surface to the North but increasing
in depth to the South. The only significant deficiency in
these sections are 2D artifacts where the sulphide conductor
is truncated by a fault, and the stitched 1D section shows a
“tail” dipping away to the right. These artifacts aremarked
with arrows on the top four sections shown in Figure 5. As
expected with all conductor dips less than 20°, the section is
in good agreement with drill depths.

Fig. 4. Profiles for Inductive Limit Vortex and Saturated Galvanic Current Systems (shallow dip conductor,
half-space host), VTEM geometry. A and B are defined in Equation (1).
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This data was run through the CDI3D program. In this
process, suites of model responses were correlated with the
data, and the best fitting used to “pick” targets. After picking,
the model parameters (target size, shape, dip, strike, plunge,
location, conductance) were refined through error
minimization methods. An automated process does firstpass refinement of the model used to pick the anomaly, and
gives an estimated error of fit. If this error of fit is small, we
can have confidence in the automated pick. If it is large,
then it is likely that out plate model is “too simple” and further
manual processing is required.

Fig. 5. Walford Creek CDI sections from EMFlow, with no
vertical exaggeration. Apart from “arrowed” regions
where a steeply dipping fault truncates the sulphides,the
stitched 1D solutions are expected to be good.

Volcanogenic massive sulphides, Geotem data, Sweden
The next case history is one where the airborne system
crosses a finite target located in a resistive host. The example
I willuse to illustrate this is again from a Geotem Deep survey
that discovered thevolcanogenic Storliden Zn-Cu-Au-Ag
massive sulphide deposit in Sweden. In this case (Figure
6), a stitched 1D solution shows “nothing” at the actual
location of the conductive target. Because the response
amplitude of a finite target is small, any extensive layer model
fitted to it will be “too deep”, as only deep layers can produce
sufficiently small amplitudes with the right decay
characteristics. The response of the target shows up as an
inverted horseshoe shape that is a) too deep and b) too wide
since the AEM systems sees “sideways” as well as
downwards.

Fig. 7. Automated pick and fit to the predicted inductive
limit of the data using early, mid and late times:

Fig. 6. Geotem Deep (Wolfgram et al, 1999) x and z
component responses and CDI over Storliden deposit,
Sweden. The CDI has 2:1 vertical exaggeration.

Fig. 8. Drill section through Storliden with
the location of the auto fitted plate.
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Figures 7 and 8 show the results of first-pass picking
and fitting of the x and z component Storliden response.
The process has resulted in a pick of a realistic target at the
right place, at about the right depth and dip. Since only one
line of data was available for this test, it was not possible to
constrain parameters such as the strike length and strike angle
of the target,

Palaeochannel mapping, Tempest data, Victoria
One area of deficiency in current AEM interpretation
models is a “good” palaeochannel model. Because of a
“wide” lateral footprint, stitched 1D maps of conductive
palaeochannels are wider than the actual palaeochannel, as
illustrated by comparing the magnetic image on Figures 9
with a stitched 1D conductance map on Figure 10. The map
of conductivity is significantly less well resolved than the
magnetic image. However the results are complementary in
that the very conductive (and deeper) channels to the north
have no magnetic expression. Blocky 3D models do not
cater for the thinning “banks” of palaeochannels, and the
spectral model assumption of uniform conductivity is poor.
2D models are rarely appropriate due to directional variations
and branching. An inhomogeneous conductor model such
as that in MultiLoop 3 (Walker and Lamontagne, 2007) may
be an appropriate algorithm, but this has not to my knowledge
been applied to this problem,

Fig. 10. Conductance in the 100 to 200 m depth range
for the same area as the magnetics shown in Figure 9.
Image downloaded from Geoscience Australia website.
approximate the data and better identify and locate discrete
conductors. The spectral CDI3D method is able to undertake
this essential task with computer times comparable to stitched
1D processing.Palaeochannel locations are well mapped by
stitched 1D as well as spectral picks; however, tapered
channel edges are not precisely imaged in current
methodology.
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Abstract
Rapid groundwater depletion in the last few decades is largely responsible to the inefficient groundwater management.
These problems get aggravated when pollution and saline intrusion are also involved. This is where groundwater model
plays an important role to develop and manage the groundwater resources and to analyse the beneficial effects of plausible
management scenarios. It requires reasonable assessment of aquifer system parameters which are obtained by inverse
solutions. Inverse modelling is an important and necessary step in hydrogeological studies (Poeter, 1997) which is
generally applied to estimate the aquifer parameters, hydraulic conductivity and storativity of an aquifer from the known
outputs (head distribution). The present study deals with the application of a newly emerging Differential Evolution
(DE) optimisation technique in groundwater hydrology for estimation of zonal transmissivity by inverse modelling.
Since its inception, DE has earned a reputation of a very effective global optimizer (Price and Storn 1997). Using the
coupled (finite element method) FEM-DE model by solving the forward and inverse problem respectively, the groundwater
parameters are realised from a given set of reference head values after selecting a suitable DE strategy and tuning of its
control parameters. A fourteen zone synthetic aquifer problem taken from Lila and Rastogi (2010) is examined for, both,
steady state and transient state conditions. The estimated transmissivity values are compared with that obtained by
FEM-GA (genetic algorithms) model of Lila and Rastogi (2010). The performance evaluation criteria are shown to have
good agreement by DE and four variants of GA optimizers.
Keywords: Aquifer parameter, transmissivity assessment, inverse modelling, finite element method, differential evolution.

Introduction
The hydraulic parameters namely, transmissivity,
hydraulic conductivity and storativity (S), are usually
determined by conducting pumping tests. The determined
aquifer parameters represent a portion of the aquifer lying
within the radius of influence of the well. Since in field
problems the hydraulic parameters vary considerably
spatially within an aquifer, a number of tests are needed
before the various zones with varying properties can be
delineated. This makes it quite expensive to run the various
field tests and the cost of parameter identification for a
regional aquifer may become prohibitive (Khan, 1986). On
the other hand, the problem of estimating parameters from
observations and prior information by using a numerical
model (called parameter identification or inverse problem)
can obtain these parameters distinctly for different blocks
of aquifer with varying soil properties. Inverse modeling is
a critical step in the application of mathematical models in
hydrologic sciences. The inverse problem is concerned with
the estimation of system parameter and possibly, unknown
boundary and initial conditions from field observations of
state variables of the system. Though Zheng and Wang (1996)
stated inverse problem as plagued by the problems of nonuniqueness, non-identifiability and instability, the use of
inverse models facilitates assessment of prediction reliability
because the results yield not only parameter estimates, but
also confidence intervals for the estimated parameters, which

are convenient for conveying the reliability of the results
(Poeter and Hill, 1997). Sensitivities, parameter standard
deviations, correlations, and prediction standard deviations
can be used to help evaluate whether model parameter
estimates and predictions are reliably calculated with the
available data which could be most useful in improving the
model.
The fundamental benefit of inverse modelling is its ability
to automatically calculate parameter values that produce the
best fit between observed and simulated heads and flows
(McNeill et al. 2000). When a model is calibrated solely in
the non-automated mode, numerous runs are made changing
parameter values and relatively few runs are made adjusting
the conceptual model. When inverse models are used to
determine parameter values that optimize the fit of the model
results to the field observations for a given model
configuration, the modeller is freed from tedious trial and
error calibration involving changes in parameter values.
Consequently more time can be spent in addressing insightful
questions about the hydrologic system. Another benefit is
the quantification of (1) the quality of calibration, (2) data
shortcomings and needs, and (3) confidence in estimates and
predictions. Such quantifications are a natural result of
inverse modeling for groundwater model calibration and help
communicate the results of modeling studies. The fact of
matter is that it reveals issues that even experienced modellers
can easily overlook during non-automated calibration efforts.
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Inverse modeling in groundwater hydrology involves
optimisation of an objective function having difference
squared between reference (or observed) head and simulated
head for estimated parameters.
Amongst a variety of evolutionary algorithms researchers
have largely applied Genetic Algorithms (GA), Simulated
Annealing, Particle Swarm (PS), Ant Colony (AC) and
Differential Evolution (DE) optimization. They all share a
common conceptual base of simulating the evolution of
individual structures via processes of selection, mutation,
and reproduction. The processes depend on the perceived
performance of the individual structures as defined by an
environment. Differential evolution (DE) is a method that
optimizes a problem by iteratively trying to improve a
candidate solution with regard to a given measure of quality.
They make few or no assumptions about the problem being
optimized and can search very large spaces of candidate
solutions. DE is widely used for multidimensional
real-valued functions but does not use the gradient of the
problem being optimized, which means DE does not require
for the optimization problem to be differentiable as is
required by conventional optimization methods such as
gradient, descent and quasi-Newton methods. DE can
therefore also be used for optimization problems that are
not continuous, noisy and change over time (Rocca et al.,
2011). DE optimizes a problem by maintaining a population
of candidate solutions and creating new candidate solutions

by combining existing ones according to its convenient
formulae, and then keeping whichever candidate solution
has the best score or fitness on the optimization problem at
hand. McLaughlin and Townley (1996) solved the problem
of parameter estimation for groundwater flow models by
developing a number of techniques which employ search
methods to find the parameter values that minimize the
difference between the observed and the calculated hydraulic
head values. Ajmera and Rastogi (2008) estimated the
transmissivity values of a hypothetical aquifer using ANN
variants as an inverse model. The reference head values were
calculated by them using FEM as a forward model. The
present study focuses on studying the applicability of
differential evolution in the inverse modelling for estimating
the aquifer transmissivity values.

Problem Formulation
The present problem domain comprises of a 14 zone
heterogeneous isotropic confined aquifer domain with
thickness of 40m. The flow domain area is 11.527 km2 which
is bounded by a reservoir, a river and two impervious
boundaries as shown in Figure 1. At the south east boundary
a river flows with a known head of 82m and towards the
northern boundary there is a reservoir with water level of
100m, both hydraulically connected to the aquifer. There
are impervious boundaries along the north eastern and north
western boundary of the flow region. The domain also

Fig. 1. Plan view of Aquifer Domain (source: Lila and Rastogi, 2010)

Differential Evolution Optimization to Obtain
includes an irregular lake with a water level of 90m overlying
the central region of the aquifer. Fourteen zones of
transmissivity considered in the domain for the FEM
simulation are as shown in Table 1 and a typical section
along X-X is shown in Figure 2.
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Theoretical Consideration and Methodology
The governing equation describing the flow in a two
dimensional inhomogeneous confined aquifer is given by
(Bear, 1979):
¶
¶x

Table1.Zonation of Transmissivity (source: Lila and Rastogi, 2010)

Zone No.

T (m2/d)

¶h ù
¶ é
¶h ù
é
ê T x ¶ x ú + ¶ y ê T y ¶ y ú = Q w d ( x - x i )( y - y i ) - q
ë
û
ë
û

for steady state conditions

1

920 (coarse sand, medium gravel)

2

840 (coarse sand, fine gravel)

3

40 (fine sandy clay)

4

680 (coarse to very coarse sand)

for time variant conditions where

5

320 (medium sand)

h(x,y,t) = Piezometric head (m)

6

240 (very fine to medium sand)

T ( x, y ) = Transmissivity (m2/d)

7

200 (fine sand)

8

100 (fine sand and clay)

9

600 (medium to very coarse sand)

10

640 (coarse sand)

11

520 (medium to coarse sand)

12

1200 (coarse sand mixed with gravel)

13

120 (medium sandy clay)

14

40 (fine sandy clay)

and
¶ é ¶h ù ¶ é ¶ h ù
¶h
Tx
+
Ty
=S
+ Q w d ( x - x i )( y - y i ) - q
¶x êë ¶x úû ¶y êë ¶y úû
¶t

S = Storage coefficient
x,y, = Horizontal space variables (m)
Qw = Source or sink function
( - Qw source, Qw = Sink) (m3 /d/m2)
t

= Time in days

q ( x , y , t ) = Known inflow rate (m3/d/m)

d

is Dirac delta function

= 1 if
= 0 if x ¹ x i , y ¹ y i
Appropriate initial and boundary conditions are used as
applicable in the flow domain. The appropriate objective
function for this groundwater parameter identification
problem is considered as,
Min

T 1 .... T M

42

=

å w

L =1

é h sim
L êë L

2
- h ref ù
L úû

where, Min = objective function for
T 1 .... T M

minimization of transmissivity in M (=14) zones of the
aquifer. L= 42 is number of observation wells where
reference head is available. h Lsim = Simulated head at
observation well L,
Fig. 2. Aquifer Domain across section X-X
The aquitard recharge rate is 0.00015 m/d and the storage
coefficient of the aquifer is 0.0004. The chosen example
represents the field-applicable conditions and flow region
under existing complex boundaries (Lila and Rastogi, 2010).
The impervious boundaries on the east and west may
represent impermeable granite formations, intersecting faults,
hillock or a water divide. Four pumping wells P1, P2, P3 and
P4 having pumping rates of 2400, 3500, 3000, 3600 m3/d
respectively are considered. Two recharge wells R1 and R2
with injection rates of 1200, 1800 m3/d respectively are also
present in the region under study.

well L, w
problem.

L

hLref = reference head at observation

= weighting coefficient =1 for the present

Decision variables for the present groundwater parameter
identification problem include the transmissivity values for
different zones whereas hydraulic head are the dependent
variables in the groundwater flow equations. For the
groundwater parameter identification, simulation model has
to update the state variables (heads), which are passed, on
to the optimization model to select the optimal values for
the decision variables. Details of the presently used
differential evolution optimisation technique are considered
in the following section
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Differential Evolution
The DE algorithm, a stochastic population-based search
method is an Evolutionary algorithm (EA) proposed by Price
and Storn (1997) to solve optimization problems, mainly to
continuous search spaces. DE has been able to successfully
solve several optimization problems like traditional EAs and
has showed superior performance in both widely used
benchmark functions and real-world application. As in other
EAs, two main processes that derive the evolution are the
perturbation process (crossover and mutation) which ensures
the exploration of the search space and the selection process
which ensures the exploitation properties of the algorithm
(Jeyakumar and Shanmugavelayutham, 2011). Because of its
convenient structure, speed and robustness DE is proven to
be a design tool of great utility accessible for practical
applications. DE can provide the means for extracting the best
possible performance from it. Differential Evolution uses
mutation as a search mechanism and selection to direct the
search toward the prospective regions in the feasible region.
The working of the Differential Evolution Algorithm is
illustrated in Figure 3. DE utilizes NP variables as population
of D dimensional parameter vectors for each generation. The
initial population is chosen randomly from the upper and
lower bounds on parameter for the problem. In the case of
the available preliminary solution, the initial population is
often generated by adding normally distributed random
deviations to the preliminary solution. The basic idea behind
DE is a new scheme for generating trial parameter vectors.
DE generates new parameter vectors by adding the weighted
difference vector between two population members to a third
member. If the resulting vector yields a lower objective
function value than a predetermined population member, the
newly generated vector replaces the vector with which it
was compared. In addition, the best parameter vector is
evaluated for every generation in order to keep track of the
progress that is made during the optimization process.
Extracting the distance and the direction information from
the population to generate random deviations result in an
adaptive scheme with excellent convergence properties
(Price et al.,2005).

Fig. 3. Working of Differential Evolution Algorithm
(source: Price and Storn, 1997)

DE maintains two arrays, each of which holds a
population size NP and D dimensional, real-valued vectors.
The primary array holds the current vector population, while
the secondary array accumulates vectors that are selected
for the next generation. In each generation, NP competitions
are held to determine the composition of the next generation.
Every pair of vectors (Xa, Xb) defines a vector differential
(Xa - Xb). When Xa and Xb are chosen randomly, their
weighted differential is used to perturb another randomly
chosen vector Xc. This process can be mathematically
expressed as:
X1c = Xc + F * (Xa - Xb)

(1)

The weighting or scaling factor F is a user supplied constant
in the optimal range between 0.5 and 1.0 (Arunachalam,
2008). In every generation G, each primary array vector Xt is
targeted for crossover with a vector like Xi X1c to produce a
trial vector Xt. Thus, the trial vector is the child of two parents,
a noisy random vector and the target vector against which it
must compete. Uniform crossover (that can take child vector
parameters from one parent more often than it does from
others) is used with a crossover constant (CR), in the optimal
range of 0.5 to 1.0 (Arunachalam, 2008) which actually
represents the probability that the child vector (Xt) inherits
the parameter values from the noisy random vector. To ensure
that differs from by at least one parameter, the final trial
vector parameter always comes from the noisy random vector
even when CR = 0. Thus

Then the objective function corresponding to the trial
vector is compared with that of the target vector and the
vector that has the lower objective function value (for
minimization) of the two would survive for the next
generation (
). This process is continued until the
termination criterion of 1) a pre-set maximum number of
generations is met, or 2) difference in objective function
values between two consecutive generations reaches a small
predefined value.

Price and Storn (1997) gave the working principle of
DE with single strategy. Later on, they suggested ten different
strategies for DE. Different strategies can be adopted in the
DE algorithm depending upon the type of problem to which
DE is applied. The strategies can vary based on the vector
to be perturbed, number of difference vectors considered
for perturbation, and finally the type of crossover used. The
following are the ten different working strategies: 1. DE/
best/1/bin, 2. DE/rand/1/bin, 3. DE/rand-to-best/1/bin, 4. DE/
best/2/bin, 5. DE/rand/2/bin, 6. DE/best/1/exp, 7. DE/rand/
1/exp, 8. DE/rand-to-best/1/exp, 9. DE/best/2/exp and 10.
DE/rand/2/exp.
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The general convention used above is DE/x/y/z. DE
stands for Differential Evolution, x represents a string
denoting the vector to be perturbed, y is the number of
difference vectors considered for perturbation of x, and z
stands for the type of crossover being used (exp:exponential;
bin: binomial). Hence the perturbation can be either in the
best vector of the previous generation or in any randomly
chosen vector. Similarly for perturbation either single or two
vector differences can be used. For perturbation with a single
vector difference, out of the three distinct randomly chosen
vectors, the weighted vector differential of any two vectors
is added to the third one. Similarly for perturbation with
two vector differences, five distinct vectors, other than the
target vector are chosen randomly from the current
population. Out of these, the weighted vector difference of
each pair of any four vectors is added to the fifth one for
perturbation.
In exponential crossover, the crossover is performed on
the D variables in one loop until it is within the CR bound.
The first time a randomly picked number between 0 and 1
goes beyond the CR value, no crossover is performed and
the remaining D variables are left intact. In binomial
crossover, the crossover is performed on each of the D
variables whenever a randomly picked number between 0
and 1 is within the CR value. So for high values of CR, the
exponential and binomial crossover methods yield similar
results. A strategy that works out to be the best for a given
problem may not work well when applied to a different
problem. Also, the strategy and the key parameters to be
adopted for a problem are to be determined by trial and
error. However, strategy-7 (DE/rand/1/bin) appears to be the
most successful and the most widely used strategy. In all,
three factors control evolution under DE, the population size
NP, the weight applied to the random differential F and the
crossover constant CR. Among the several proposed DE
algorithms, five DE strategies are considered for this study
which gives a considerable variation to the new incumbent
searching in a larger solution space as follows:
1. DE/rand/1/bin

:

2. DE/rand/2/bin
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Performance Evaluation Criteria
The performance of a model can be evaluated in terms
of several criteria (Ajmera and Rastogi, 2008).The various
criteria used in performance evaluation of the hydrological
models are given below.
1. Root Mean Square Error (RMSE):This is determined by
calculating the deviations of points from their true position,
summing up the measurements, and then taking the square
root of the sum

The root mean square error offers a general picture of
the errors involved in the prediction. These metric records
convey the level of overall agreement between the observed
and modelled data sets. It is a non-negative metric that has
no upper bound, and for a perfect model the result would be
closer to zero. Hence, the lower the value of RMSE, the
better it is.
2. Coefficient of Efficiency (E): is a normalised statistic
that determines the relative magnitude of the residual
variance (noise) compared to the observed data variance
and indicates how well the plot of observed versus
estimated data fits the 1:1 line. This coefficient is originally
proposed by Nash and Sutcliffe (1970). It is analogous to
the coefficient of determination in linear regression.

A value of E of 90% generally indicates a very satisfactory
model performance while a value in the range 80-90%, a
fairly good model. Values in the range 60-80% would indicate
an unsatisfactory model fit.
3. Coefficient of Correlation (R): normally denoted by R,
is a measure of the strength of the linear relationship
developed by a particular model. The value of the
coefficient of correlation can be computed using the
following equation

:

3. DE/best/1/bin

:

4. DE/best/2/bin

:

A value of R close to 1.0 represents a good model
performance while value close to 0.0 represents a poor model
performance

Where in all the above equations (1-4)

is the true

transmissivity or observed transmissivity of aquifer cell,
5. DE/rand-to-best/1/bin

:

is the estimated transmissivity of aquifer cell (by DE)
and

is the mean of observed transmissivity of aquifer

system.
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Methodology
The aquifer domain is first simulated using the FEM
model to obtain the head distribution (input values for the
inverse modelling). The domain discretization using the FEM
method is shown in Figure 4. The entire aquifer domain was
discretized into 296 linear triangular elements made up of
174 nodes by FEM method. The FEM simulation was coded
in MATLAB and checked for a mass balance for correctness
of solutions. Later these reference head values for steady
state and time variant (50 days) simulation are used as the
input values for inverse modelling after coupling FEM with
DE. In the study, sensitivity analysis is also performed among
five DE strategies in order to find out the best strategy. The
tuning of the control parameters namely constant of
differentiation (F) and constant of cross over (CR) are also
worked out and discussed. Transmissivity parameters are
estimated using this coupled FEM – DE model and compared
with those found out using four GA variants namely: Binary
Coded Genetic Algorithm (BCGA), Real Coded Genetic
Algorithm (RCGA), Elitist Genetic Algorithm (EGA), and
Steady State Genetic Algorithm (SSGA) by Lila and Rastogi
(2010). The model performance is also estimated in terms
of different performance evaluation criteria.

Results and Discussions
Tuning of Constant of Crossover (CR)
The crossover rate CR is a user-specified constant within
the range [0, 1], which controls the fraction of parameter

values copied from the mutant vector. The choice of DE’s
control variables has been discussed by Storn (1997) who
suggested a reasonable choice for NP (population size)
between 5D and 10D (D being the dimensionality of the
problem), and 0.5 as a good initial value of F (mutation
scaling factor). The effective value of F usually lies in the
range between 0.4 and 1. As for the crossover rate (CR) an
initial good choice of CR = 0.1; however, since a large CR
often speeds convergence, it is appropriate to first try CR as
0.9 or 1 in order to check if a quick solution is possible.
Gämperle et al. (2002) recommended that a good choice for
NP is between 3D and 8D, with F = 0.6 and CR lying within
a range of [0.3 - 0.9]. On the contrary, Rönkkönen et al.
(2005) concluded that F = 0.9 is a good compromise between
convergence speed and convergence probability.
Additionally, CR depends on the nature of the problem, so
CR value between 0.9 and 1 is suitable for non-separable
and multimodal objective functions, while a value of CR
between 0 and 0.2 is preferred when the objective function
is separable.
Hence manual tuning of the constant of crossover CR is
done in the range (0.5 - 0.9). In steady state condition for
each CR value the transmissivity values are estimated
keeping the constant of differentiation as 0.5. The same were
also found out by introducing CR as a uniform random
variable within the range (0.4 - 0.8). The objective function
values for each CR values are plotted against the generation
number as shown in Figure 6. The estimated transmissivity
values are tabulated in Table 3.

Fig. 4. FEM domain discretization
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Table 3. Estimated Transmissivity values for different values of CR
Zone

True value

CR = 0.9

Transmissivity values (m2/d)
CR = 0.8
CR = 0.7
CR = 0.6

CR = 0.5

random CR

1

920

977.3043

977.6721

972.2343

975.9487

978.8999

974.3603756

2

840

849.0371

850.4098

843.9476

848.5828

848.1772

846.0209955

3
4
5
6
7
8

40
680
320
240
200
100

39.43412
685.9045
320.7742
380.667
206.538
104.5567

39.5315
686.6387
321.0275
382.3105
206.9371
104.5197

39.61013
682.194
318.9107
379.5321
205.9101
103.7507

39.54588
684.7545
320.3977
380.1615
205.8024
104.3623

39.39163
687.2835
321.0097
381.5082
206.2414
104.636

39.48956786
684.9060525
319.8338277
381.458288
205.7876361
104.1122921

9

600

606.5627

606.5006

605.4081

603.6955

605.9848

606.6815727

10

640

677.6185

675.8518

676.6863

671.7625

674.2593

675.3012403

11

520

527.9436

532.8548

523.9563

530.4317

531.8978

527.7136471

12

1200

1201.999

1201.872

1195.468

1200.078

1202.374

1199.352561

13

120

120.0868

120.0456

119.6222

119.4715

120.254

120.2573247

14

40

40.01654

39.98583

39.85653

39.82582

40.05985

40.06019777

Iterations

333

369

449

497

598

325

Average % Error

0.06

0.061

0.057

0.059

0.061

0.059

CR = 0.8

objective function value

objective function value

CR = 0.9

iteration no

CR = 0.6

CR = 0.7

objective function value

objective function value

iteration no

iteration no

iteration no
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objective function value

CR = 0.5

iteration no
Fig. 5. Function evaluation plots for different CR values
From Table 3 and Figure 5, with the increase in the CR
value, the solution convergence occurs more rapidly within
lesser no. of iterations. It is observed that for CR= 0.6 the
solution starts converging only after 191th iteration whereas
for all other CR values the convergence occurred rather
earlier, nearly after 153rd iteration. In terms of the accuracy,
most appropriate values are obtained for CR = 0.6 compared
to all other CR values. Hence considering both the accuracy
and precision aspect, CR value of 0.6 was chosen for the
present problem.

Tuning of Constant of Differentiation (F)
The constant of differentiation F is a scaling factor of
the difference vector, an important parameter that controls
the evolving rate of the population. In the original DE
algorithm (Price and Storn 1997), the constant of
differentiation F was chosen within [0, 2]. Further Feokistov
(2006) mentioned that the value of F has a considerable
influence on exploration: small values of F lead to premature
convergence, while high values slow down the search.

F=0.4

F=0.5

F=0.6

F=0.7

Fig. 6. Function evaluation plots for different F values
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Table 4. Estimated Transmissivity values for different values of F
Transmissivity values (m2/d)
Zone

true values

F = 0.4

F = 0.5

F = 0.6

F = 0.7

1
2

920
840

973.0723
847.3546

975.9487
848.5828

983.7497
853.664

972.7881
844.0724

976.2640119
847.9318864

3
4

40
680

39.465
682.7563

39.54588
684.7545

39.71893
691.4095

39.49377
682.2621

39.50780159
685.0240502

5
6
7

320
240
200

319.0348
378.4259
205.7882

320.3977
380.1615
205.8024

323.3847
384.7835
208.220

318.9316
375.8432
204.5741

320.3426476
380.5019937
206.1979055

8

100

104.1348

104.3623

105.0717

103.8966

104.3373309

9

600

605.9419

603.6955

610.1841

604.5429

605.3782496

10

640

674.9554

671.7625

681.7157

667.907

674.6892958

11

520

527.7857

530.4317

532.7684

527.7006

529.1822541

12

1200

1196.485

1200.078

1209.676

1196.275

1199.871889

13

120

120.2758

119.4715

120.8653

120.0993

119.9216284

14

40

40.07987

39.82582

40.21311

40.00201

39.96024728

501

840

1549

739

0.059

0.067

0.055

0.059

Iterations
Average % Error

326
0.058

Therefore keeping CR as 0.6, the transmissivity values
are estimated for different values of F and the corresponding
objective function value against iteration are plotted as shown
in Figure 7. Instead of keeping F constant during the search
process, F is introduced as a uniform random variable within
a range (0.4 - 0.6) and transmissivity values were estimated
and are shown in Table 4.

Random F

Table 5. Estimated transmissivity values under steady
state and transient state conditions

Zone

True
value

Steady state

50 Days
simulation

The constant of differentiation tuning showed a similar
trend as the tuning of CR. For smaller F values least no. of
iterations were taken for the solutions to converge. It can be
observed that for F = 0.4, the no. of iterations taken were
only 326 whereas for F = 0.7 it took 1549 iterations to
converge. But in terms of accuracy, the percentage error is
found decreasing with the increasing F value. Hence
considering both time consumption and precision, F value
of 0.5 is chosen presently for the estimation of the
transmissivity values.

1

920

975.9487

959.662594

2
3

840
40

848.5828
39.54588

835.268545
39.2465188

4

680

684.7545

676.553173

5

320

320.3977

312.838733

6

240

380.1615

277.278574

7
8

200
100

205.8024
104.3623

197.595523
103.261119

Zonal Transmissivity Assessment using FEM – DE
Model

9

600

603.6955

594.46978

10

640

671.7625

625.129299

11
12

520
1200

530.4317
1200.078

535.338139
1194.67352

13
14

120
40

119.4715
39.82582

117.647085
39.5938794

Average % error
objective function

0.059
0.0018

0.027
0.0158

Iterations

1217

475

The assessment of transmissivity in 14 zones of the Lila
and Rastogi (2010) confined groundwater aquifer problem
is done using FEM – DE model. The optimal population
size for initial population is taken as 500 for both steady
state and transient state parameter estimation. Lower and
upper bounds on the transmissivity chosen for initial
population are 10m2/d and 1300m2/d respectively. In real
scenarios this depends upon type of aquifer strata. However
the present bounds on transmissivity can accommodate a
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Table 6. Estimated transmissivity values using DE, BCGA, EGA, SSGA,
RCGA models under steady state condition
Estimated Transmissivity values using
Zone

True values

DE

BCGA

Four variants of GA
EGA
SSGA

RCGA

1

920

975.9487

976.36

934.75

932.36

953.63

2

840

848.5828

892.35

867.42

847.66

865.34

3

40

39.54588

40.88

40.45

40.73

39.05

4

680

684.7545

721.22

703.43

696.61

687.57

5

320

320.3977

334.22

329.42

331.86

324.34

6

240

380.1615

273.8

258.37

252.39

248.38

7

200

205.8024

243.44

218.45

207.21

209.56

8

100

104.3623

84.74

92.46

94.62

97.57

9

600

603.6955

698.67

627.57

621.32

612.68

10

640

671.7625

723.47

672.46

653.81

657.35

11

520

530.4317

542.36

541.45

542.82

546.44

12

1200

1200.078

1294.46

1284.34

1246.84

1254.55

13

120

119.4715

113.33

108.36

114.21

119.26

14

40

39.82582

39.72

38.46

38.22

38.55

0.059

0.088

0.051

0.034

0.029

0.0018

0.0074

0.0032

0.0023

0.0015

Average % error
objective function

Table 7. Estimated transmissivity values using DE, BCGA, EGA, SSGA, RCGA
models under transient state condition
Estimated Transmissivity values using
Zone

True values

DE

BCGA

Four variants of GA
EGA
SSGA

RCGA

1
2
3
4

920
840
40
680

961.1093
836.1633
39.31619
677.5904

948.45
864.32
40.54
692.37

942.46
848.44
40.93
690.46

931.38
842.49
40.47
689.78

929.64
853.65
40.07
691.65

5

320

312.8841

329.66

326.78

321.27

321.44

6
7

240
200

277.4918
197.8909

253.58
206.67

256.27
207.67

243.44
204.49

234.49
203.66

8

100

103.6763

103.66

102.28

104.42

101.16

9

600

594.3417

636.66

617.35

609.39

606.79

10

640

649.54

647.42

651.38

649.84

11

520

533.9458

538.45

537.36

537.47

532.76

12

1200

1193.44

1243.68

1237.46

1244.47

1243.65

13

120

117.604

120.35

120.45

127.39

124.55

39.57019
0.027

41.05
0.03

40.95
0.025

40.36
0.022

40.07
0.016

0.0018

0.0074

0.0032

0.0023

0.0015

14
40
Average % error
objective function

631.5818
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Fig. 7. Estimated transmissivity values trend line for different models under steady state and
transient state conditions after 3 days simulation
From Table 6 and 7, it can be noted that the FEM - DE
model performed well and similar to the 4 variants of GA
under steady state condition. DE was able to estimate the
transmissivity values quite accurately with a small average
percentage error of 5.94% which is in the same range of
average percentage error when estimated using GA variants
– BCGA, EGA, SSGA, and RCGA.
The estimated transmissivity trend almost followed the
trend line of the true values implying the applicability of the
developed FEM - DE model in transmissivity estimation
except at two nodes where a slight variation is observed.
For the present study, the model performance is estimated
in terms of different evaluation criteria, between the true
transmissivity values used for forward problem and the
estimated transmissivity values obtained from the inverse
problem namely;

Coefficient of Efficiency (E) is obtained as 0.938448307
and 0.967160284 for model under steady state and transient
state condition after 50 days simulation respectively. Since
the E values were above 90% shows very satisfactory
performance of the model.
Coefficient of Correlation R of 0.993067839 and
0.998969588 is obtained which implies the good
performance of the developed model in transmissivity
assessment.
Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) is obtained as
41.45263311 and 16.00535776 for model under steady state
and transient state condition after 50 days simulation
respectively, points towards fairly good model reliability.
The higher values of R and E indicate that the developed
model is fairly good and yields satisfactory results. It can
also be concluded that the proposed model performs better
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under transient state condition as compared to the steady
state condition

Conclusion

.

The differential evolution application in groundwater
inverse modelling is a rapidly developing sector in numerical
modelling. In the present study the zonal transmissivity
estimation for a complex aquifer (Lila and Rastogi, 2010)
was obtained using the FEM- DE model. A hypothetical study
scheme allows exploring the performance of the proposed
methodology for such complex irregular boundary aquifer
domains and hence a meaningful comparison between
estimated and true parameter can be made to suggest the
adequacy of DE for real aquifer system application. The basic
problem that arises in solving the inverse problem i.e., to
overcome the ill-posedness of the inverse solutions can be
resolved by correctly incorporating the existing
geohydrological information into the inverse solution
procedure.

Sensitivity Analysis of DE Strategies
According to Storn and Price (1997), besides the basic DE
there are several strategies of DE that can be used for solving
a variety of problems depending on its suitability. For the
present study, five strategies of DE as mentioned earlier are
compared for estimating the transmissivity values for the 14
zone aquifer region, to find the most applicable DE strategy.
Comparison between the estimated Transmissivity values
obtained using the 5 different variants of DE are shown in
Table 8 and Figure 8. From the results, de/rand/1/bin
performs better compared to other variants with regard to
precision, followed by de/best/2/bin. The least no. of
iterations is taken by the de/best/2/bin but its average
percentage error is higher than the de/rand/1/bin. Hence it
can be concluded that de/rand/1/bin is the appropriate
strategy for the present inverse problem.

The modelling is carried out using the results obtained
from the forward problem with reference hydraulic heads as

Table 8. Estimated Transmissivity values using different strategies of DE

Transmissivity values (m 3/d)
Zone
True value

de/rand/2/

de/rand/1/

de/best/1/

de/best/2/

de/rand-

bin

bin

bin

bin

best/ 2/bin

1

920

976.264

976.247

998.558

976.258

976.259

2

840

847.93

847.918

841.197

847.924

847.925

3

40

39.5077

39.5079

37.5095

39.5078

39.5078

4

680

685.025

685.012

708.104

685.02

685.021

5

320

320.342

320.337

310.687

320.341

320.341

6

240

380.502

380.496

331.006

380.499

380.499

7

200

206.197

206.194

183.586

206.196

206.196

8

100

104.337

104.335

107.08

104.337

104.337

9

600

605.381

605.374

1053.65

605.376

605.376

10

640

674.683

674.673

635.38

674.679

674.679

11

520

529.187

529.179

566.592

529.184

529.184

12

1200

1199.87

1199.85

1293.6

1199.87

1199.87

13

120

119.922

119.921

240.275

119.921

119.921

14

40

39.9605

39.96

75.1614

39.9601

39.9602

Average % error

0.05955

0.05954

0.25456

0.05955

0.05955

No. of iterations

1217

2832

830

522

4104
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Fig. 8. Comparison of estimated transmissivity values using different DE strategies
the input to the DE inverse model. Before the transmissivity
estimation the best appropriate DE strategy essentially
requires the tuning of its control parameters viz. cross over
constant and constant of differentiation. Average percentage
error between the true and estimated transmissivity values
are found to be very small which suggests that the proposed
model is working satisfactorily. Our results match closely
with those obtained using the GA variants (BCGA, SSGA,
EGA, and RCGA) by Lila and Rastogi (2010). However DE
has the distinct advantage of coding convenience on
MATLAB compared to various variants of genetic algorithms
based simulation optimisation modeling. The performance
evaluation criteria demonstrated that FEM – DE model gives
good results implying its better suitability and performance.
Since groundwater modeling can be performed much better
involving inverse modeling, it is expected that the proposed
scheme will suggest an encouraging way for groundwater
systems planning and management.
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Abstract
The complex geological setup comprising partly Hutti-Maski, Hungund, Deodurg and Mangalur Schist Belts of
Eastern Dharwar Craton in the southern part and the Neoproterozoic Bhima basin, which is sandwiched in the centre
with late Cretaceous to Palaeocene Deccan Trap in the northern part of Karnataka is an area of geological interest and
significance. The schist belts play vital role from the view point of gold mineralisation, as Hutti-Maski is a major working
gold mine in the country, while the enigma of the formations viz., the Bhimas and the Schist belt, lying under the cover
of Deccan trap also needs a geologically feasible solution. High altitude aeromagnetic data covering the geologically
significant province were critically examined to study the lithological features and structural phenomena of the area. The
aeromagnetic data is analysed in the form of Reduced-to-pole, Euler deconvolution and basement depth maps for location
of the boundaries of different schist belts / bodies, to know the causative source of the anomaly and its spatial relationship.
A significant magnetic low is recorded over the Hutti and Hungund Schist Belts. A prominent magnetic anomaly
trending in NW-SE direction extending from Deodurg to Yargal passing through Shorapur and Mangalur represent a
deep seated structure associated with the Deodurg and Mangalur Schist Belts, exposed intermittently within the gneissic
terrain with the NW portion of the Mangalur Schist Belt lying under the cover of Deccan Trap. A significant low is noticed
close to Shahpur in the NE corner occupied by Bhima sediments. Low magnetic signatures in NW-SE direction were
observed in the vicinity of Talikota over the Bhimas, while the moderate magnetic response seen corresponds to the gneisses
around Nalatvad. A prominent magnetic anomaly trending in NW-SE direction in the southwest corner between Mudgal and
Tangadgi may indicate a basic body associated with the basement. The Euler depth solutions for a structural index
of 1 indicate maximum depth of 4328 m over the region indicating the deep seated nature of the aeromagnetic anomalies.
The regional gravity map of ground data with 5 mGal contour interval (GSI, 2006) is also interpreted for the area. The
gravity and aeromagnetic maps reflect good correlation over these geological features. The 2-D density modelling of
gravity profile indicates 70-90 m thickness for the Bhima sediments.

Introduction
Key Map

The complex granite-greenstone terrain in Raichur and
Gulbarga districts of Karnataka state represented by HuttiDeodurg-Mangalur Schist Belts of the eastern Dharwar
Craton with the Supracrustal rocks of Bhimas lying in the
north is an important terrain which warrants a thorough
examination as the area is partly masked by Deccan
Volcanism also (Fig.1). A number of schist belts like HuttiMaski and Raichur-Deodurg known for hosting gold
mineralisation, form part of the area. The regional structural
information and the extension of these geological features
are not known completely, as the area is under the cover of
trap and warrants attention by geophysical techniques such
as aeromagnetics and regional ground gravity data, which
will yield information of deep seated nature. High altitude
aeromagnetic data flown in north-south direction at an
altitude of 5000 ft with flight line spacing of 4000 m above
ground level was procured over the Shorapur Quadrangle
sheet no. 56 D of Karnataka state. The regional ground
gravity data of the area based on Gravity Map series of India
of RGMI project (GSI, 2006) is also integrated with
aeromagnetic data and interpreted for a plausible geological
interpretation of the area.

Area Under Study

Fig.1. Location map of Deodurg-Hutti area, Karnataka

Regional Geology and Structure
The terrain under study comprises Peninsular Gneiss
(Fig.2), which is extensively remobilised and repeatedly
migmatised consist of a complex of different types of granitic
rocks-plutonic acid intrusions, granitised older crystalline
rocks, migmatites or mixed composite gneisses and granitic
rocks on which the rocks of Eastern Dharwar Super Group
were deposited (GSI,1983). The Peninsular Gneiss is
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considered as the basement for the entire greenstones
(Radhakrishna & Vaidyanadhan, 2011). The eastern
greenstone belts are predominantly composed of metavolcanics and meta-sediments. The peripheral zones are
exclusively migmatised by the younger phase of Peninsular
Gneiss. The Peninsular Gneiss of younger phase having
granodiorite to granite composition is around 2. 6 Ga and
enclose all the narrow Greenstone belts in the Eastern block
viz., Kolar, Hutti-Maski, Raichur-Deodurg, Mangalur and
Hungund-Kushtagi. Three phases of deformation were found
in which isoclinal folds of first generation (F1) are co-axially
folded into open folds imparting the regional schistosity and
subsequently involved in upright folding (F2) with the axial
planes trending near N-S, NNW-SSE and NNE-SSW
imparting the present trends to the greenstone belts. Later
warps (F3) with axial planes striking nearly E-W have
accentuated the variation in the plunges of F2. The most
striking feature of the granite-greenstone terrain is the
disposition of the schistose formations as sub-parallel
curvilinear belts whose regional trend swings from N-S in
southern part to NW-SE in the northern part. The alignment
of greenstone belts, the concordant fabric elements in
schistose formations and migmatitic gneisses point to similar
type of structural evolutions of these rocks. A brief
description of geology of different schist belts in the study
area is given below:

Deodurg Schist Belt
Deodurg-Raichur schist belt is a NW-SE trending belt
extending over a length of 75 km and a maximum width of 8
km. It comprises metavolcanics and acid volcanic and is
surrounded by intrusive granitoids.

Managalur Schist Belt
The exposed portion of Mangalur schist belt is 20 km
long and 5 km wide. The rocks are mainly pillowed
metabasalt with minor bands of andalusite schist and acid
volcanics surrounded by pegmatite and granitoids.

Hutti-Maski Schist Belt
The Hutti-Maski schist belt is a hook shaped belt
dominated by metamorphosed basalts, basaltic andesite,
dacite, rhyolite and quartz porphyry in the decreasing order
of abundance. Ferruginous quartzite, greywacke, argillite,
garnetiferous mica schist and andalusite schist also occur as
thin impersistent bands within the metavolcanics. The schist
belt has two arms, one trending in north-south (N-S arm)
and the other trending nearly WNW-ESE (E-W arm). The
mafic metavolcanics are characterised by pillow structures
observed around Chinchargi and Wandali. Felsic volcanic
show sharp but conformable contact with the mafic units
and are mostly confined to the eastern arm of the schist belt.

Fig.2. Geological Map of Deodurg- Hutti Area, Karnataka

Structural Evaluation of Granite - Greenstone Terrain
The Hutti schist belt is surrounded on all sides by granitoid
rocks. Two distinct phases of granitoid intrusions (a) the older
grey coloured phase, designated as Kavital Granitoid is a
major pluton to the southeast of the belt. The younger pink
coloured phase of granitoid, Yelagatti Granite, is exposed
along the northern margin of the schist belt. (Srikantia, 1995).
The gold deposits of Hutti, of gold-quartz-sulfide reef type
is situated along the northwestern margin of the Hutti-Maski
Schist Belt in a NNW-SSE trend with nine parallel shear
zones within metamorphosed basic volcanic rocks
(Madhusudanan & Mohakul, 2003).

Hungund-Kushtagi Schist Belt
The schist belt extends over a length of 100 km and 20
km width largely composed of basalt with minor ultramafic
and subordinate metasediments and engulfed by gneisses on
all sides and is intruded by younger granites.

Bhima Basin
The Bhima basin exposed in a z-shape spread over an
area of 5200 sq.km. with a maximum thickness of 273 m
(Mishra et al.,1987) is the smallest of all the Purana Basins
of the Indian Peninsula and mainly comprises shale,
sandstone and limestone (Jayaprakash, 2007). The Bhima
basin is sandwiched between Eastern Dharwar Craton in the
south and the Late Cretaceous-Palaeocene Deccan Trap in
the north.
The cessation of sedimentation in the Bhima basin at the
end of Neoproterozoic era, the Deccan Plateau segment in
the Indian Peninsular Shield has undergone a chain of events
triggering one of the most prolific effusion of basaltic rocks
lasting over a period of 5 million years during the late
Cretaceous-early Palaeocene epoch. The Deccan trap is
spread over the Bhimas and the gneissic complex. The
systematic regional geological mapping of the Deccan Trap
on 1:50,000 scale by Geological Survey of India
(Jayaprakash, 2007) have identified 31 flows with a total
thickness of 630 m.

Aeromagnetic Image Map
The aeromagnetic image map indicates a variation of -256
to +328 nT with a number of high and low magnetic zones
(Fig.3). The regional trend of the anomalies in the form of
NW-SE direction, which is in corroboration with the
Dharwarian trend while a few anomalies represent ENEWSW structures also. The qualitative interpretation of
aeromagnetic image map whose magnetic boundaries are
marked for correlation with geological features is given
below:
Deodurg-Mangalur-Kurlagere-Yargal Schist Belt
(DMKY-SB): A prominent magnetic linear high extending
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from Deodurg to Yargal in an NW-SE direction corresponds
to the regional Dharwarian trend, indicates the basement
structure extending below trap also. A part of the anomaly
represents two major known schist belts. The magnetic
response around Deodurg corresponds to the NW part of
Raichur-Deodurg schist belt and the gradient around
Mangalur which extends upto west of Kurlagere is the
Mangalur schist belt, whose exposed portion is mapped while
the aeromagnetic image indicate its extension under trap also.
The prominent magnetic high anomaly which extends further
in a NW direction from Kurlagere and upto Yargal may
represent another concealed schist belt under the cover of
Deccan trap and Bhima sediments. A near east-west
elongated zone observed in the aeromagnetic image map
around Kurlagere-Halkal is in the vicinity of reported
Kurlagere-Gogi fault. The fault zone lies within the Bhimas
and sandwiched between trap in the north and schist belt in
the south.
Hutti Schist Belt (HSB): A broad magnetic low in the
southern part and moderate high in the northern side represent
the Hutti schist belt in a horse-shoe pattern in the southeast
corner of the area. The magnetic high observed in the
northern part may indicate the mafics associated with the
schist belt and intrusive granitoids, such as the exposed
Yelagatti granitoid. The aeromagnetic image map indicates
the northern boundary of the HSB extending upto Jalahalli
in the form of a feeble magnetic high. The boundary of HSB
is mapped upto Uti only. The known old workings for gold
are at Chinchergi, Wandali and Uti, close to the contact of
Schist belt and the younger granitoid.
Hungund Schist Belt (HuSB): A strong bipolar magnetic
anomaly in NW-SE direction is observed over the Hungund
Schist belt in the southeast corner of the area.
Intrusive Body (IB-MT): A prominent magnetic high
trending in NW-SE direction extending from Mudgal to
Tangadgi may correspond to a basic body hitherto mapped
as granite gneiss.
Intrusive Body (IB-R): A near east-west trending magnetic
high near Rampur under the blanket of trap may indicate a
basic body.
Intrusive Body (IB-HS): The magnetic high around
Hipparigi-Sindgi also may represent basic body under trap
cover.
Intrusive Body (IB-K): Another isolated magnetic high to
the NW of Kuralagere reflects an intrusive body in the
basement under the trap.
Bhima Basin (BB): The magnetic image map show low
anomalies around Nalatvad-Muddebihal, Talikota-Hunasagi,
east of Rampur, Shahpur, Halkal-Maradgi extending from
SW to NE corner may correspond to the Bhima sediments.
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Fig.3. Aeromagnetic Image map of Deodurg-Hutti area, Karnataka

Reduced to Pole Map

Magnetic Basement Depth Map

The operation of reduced to pole will transform a
magnetic anomaly caused by an arbitrary source into the
anomaly that the same source would produce if it is located
at the pole and magnetised by induction only. As the area
under study is located in moderately low latitudes, the
aeromagnetic data is subjected by reduced to pole filter to
understand the anomaly pattern and to eliminate the noise
due to magnetisation aligned in different directions. The map
generated by applying reduced-to-pole filter to aeromagnetic
data is interpreted qualitatively (Fig.4). The boundaries of
inferred aeromagnetic anomalies are also marked. The salient
feature of the map is the major DMKY-SB structural feature
extending in a NW-SE direction is well reflected in the
reduced-to-pole map. The main trend which bifurcates into
two limbs around Kurlagere with the main branch continuing
in a near NW-SE direction upto Yargal, probably representing
another concealed Schist belt under trap is well reflected in
the reduced-to-pole map. The second limb shows the
extension of Mangalur schist belt in a NW-SE direction lying
under Bhimas and trap upto west of Kurlagere. The features
inferred from aeromagnetic image map corresponding to
HSB, HuSB, inferred basic bodies (IB-MT, IB-R, IB-HS,
IB-K) and BB are also well reflected in the reduced-to-pole
map with sharp anomaly boundaries.

A magnetic basement depth map is prepared to
understand the depth extent of the causative source for
magnetic anomalies by a moving window method. A window
size of 10x10 km and 10% overlapping shows a depth
variation of 2190 to 4222 m below the observation plane.
The variations in the depth indicate undulations in the
basement in the form of shallow and deeper level. The
magnetic basement depth over the inferred aeromagnetic
anomalies is analysed (Fig.5).
The major NW-SE trending Greenstone belts within the
DMKY-SB zone is of deep seated nature with a minor brake
towards north of Kurlagere, which may indicate an ENEWSW ridge like feature. A prominent deep basement feature
trending in an NW-SE direction, lying between Shorapur
and Shahpur may correspond to another schist belt, which
was intermittently exposed. The basement map reveals
another concealed schist belt around Yargal under the trap
and may extend further NW, which may be the linear
structural continuation of Raichur-Deodurg and Mangalur
Schist Belts. The HuSB is of shallow depth extent only.
The HSB shows shallow depth only with an east-west
deep-seated feature reflected in the central part lying south
of Wandali, Chinchargi and Uti old working areas for gold

Structural Evaluation of Granite - Greenstone Terrain
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Fig.4. Aeromagnetic map -Reduced-to-Pole of Deodurg-Hutti area, Karnataka

Fig.5. Basement depth map of Aeromagnetic data of Deodurg-Hutti area, Karnataka

mineralisation. The Yelagatti younger granite intruded into
the schist belt is also of shallow nature only.
The NW-SE curvilinear feature around IB-MT is also
deep seated origin represent a basic body / mafic volcanics.

The magnetic high in NE-SW direction around IB-R show
deepening of basement towards NE from SW. Similarly the
IB-HS high also reflects a deeper basement associated
geologically with mafic volcanics. The thickness of BB is
deepening towards northeastern part than southwestern side.
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Euler 3D Deconvolution
The Euler 3D deconvolution with a structural index of 1 for
dyke / linear bodies is performed to delineate the depth of the
causative source for magnetic features. A cell size of 800 m
with a window size of 4000 m is chosen yielding 5032 Euler
depth solutions. It shows a maximum depth extent of
4328 m below ground level over the area. The Euler depth
solutions indicate a number of tight clusters of solutions in
different directions. These solutions were classified due to
shallow and deeper sources of origin with depths ranging from
0 -1000 m and 1000-4328 m respectively and interpreted (Fig.6).
The western boundary of Deodurg-Mangalur-Kurlagere
segment indicate deep seated features, while around Shorapur
few shallow depth features are noticed. The HSB also reflects
deep seated features. The HuSB is of shallow nature only.
The Talikota-Hunasagi, Rampur, Gogi-Halkal represent
shallow depth extent for Bhimas. The sediments around
Shapur and Hursgundgi extend to a deeper level. The IBMT and IB-S extend to deeper level while the IB-R is of
shallow nature.
The Euler depth trends observed in the form of shallow
and deeper features reflect the structural fabric of the bodies
and their disposition which are aligned in different directions.

A structural map is also prepared to understand the trends by
considering the shallow and deeper sources. The map indicate
a number of linear features mainly in NW-SE direction
showing the Dharwarian trend and the orthogonal ENE-WSW
direction corresponding to the basic intrusive (Fig.7).

Spectral Analysis of Aeromagnetic Data
The Spectral analysis of aeromagnetic data indicate two
segments corresponding to a shallow layer of 2780 m and
deeper layer of 4945 m below observation plane (Fig.8).
The wave number corresponding to the depth of deeper layer
is converted into ground units and matched filter map is
prepared corresponding to these ground units to know the
magnetic response at deeper level. The matched filter map
of deeper layer indicates different trends, which are similar
to the anomalies inferred from aeromagnetic image map and
reflects that these features noticed are of deep seated nature
only (Fig.9). The NW-SE trending major feature DMKYSB is well reflected at deeper level also. The HSB and HuSB
also extend depth wise. The four basic bodies (IB-HS, IBR, IB-K & IB-MT) inferred are also of deep seated nature.
The magnetic response corresponding to BB is in the form
of a prominent broad low noticed in the (i) NE corner of the
area, (ii) around Talikota and (iii) Muddibehal.

Fig.6. Euler 3D depth solution over aeromagnetic map of Deodurg-Hutti area, Karnataka
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Fig.7. Structural map derived from Euler 3D depth solution over aeromagnetic map of
Deodurg-Hutti area, Karnataka

Fig.8. Spectral analysis of aeromagnetic data of Deodurg-Hutti area, Karnataka.
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Fig.9. Matched filter map (Deeper layer~4945 m) of Deodurg-Hutti area,Karnataka

Ground Regional Gravity Image Map
The ground gravity contour map (GSI, 2006) with 5 m
Gal contour interval is digitised for the area under study and
reproduced the gravity image map, which is also interpreted
in order to substantiate the structural and geological features
inferred from aeromagnetic data (Fig.10). The gravity image
indicates an overall variation of -91 to -71 mGal over the
area. The Deodurg and Mangalur schist belts show moderate

gravity anomaly of +5 mGal relief trending in NW-SE
direction. A prominent gravity high of +10 mGal over a
background of -80 mGal in near north-south direction, which
extends towards NE upto Jalahalli, corresponds to the HSB.
The HuSB is marked by NW-SE trending gravity high in
the southwest corner of the area. A broad gravity high zone
around Talikota-Hippargi-Sindgi in the northwest corner over
the partly exposed Bhimas and Deccan trap probably
represent the high density basic rocks lying in the area at

Fig.10.Ground regional gravity image map of Deodurg-Hutti area, Karnataka.
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shallow depth. A significant gravity low with a relief of -5
mGal over Bhimas around Shahpur-Halkal-Maradgi in the
northeast corner is observed. The prominent gravity low
indicates maximum thickness of sediments over these areas.
The moderate to high gravity noticed around NalatvadMuddebihal, Talikota-Hunasagi and east of Rampur over BB
may indicate thin column of sediments underlain by high
density basic bodies.

cc) lying under the Bhimas extending upto a depth of 1400
m. The thickness of Bhimas (D=2.55 gm/cc) in SW and NE
sides is around 70 to 90 m. The Mangalur schist belt (D=2.75
gm/cc) extend to a depth of 500 m with granite gneiss
(D=2.67 gm/cc) forming the basement.

Density Modelling of Ground Gravity Data

The aeromagnetic and regional ground gravity maps
show good correlation in delineating the various geological
and structural features (Fig.12). The prominent zone DMKYSB is a major deep seated NW-SE trending curvilinear
basement structure, in which the gravity high corroborated
by aeromagnetic high lying east of Yargal indicate another
concealed schist belt under the cover of trap. The magnetic
basement map delineated a synformal keel type structure in
between Shorapur and Shahpur representing another schist
belt of 8 km strike length with 1 km width, exposed
intermittently. The feature is corroborated by Euler depth
solutions of deep seated nature extending in a linear form.

A gravity profile along Muddebihal-Talikota-MangalurShahpur cutting across various geological formations in a
NE-SW direction is modelled by density parameter to know
the depth extent of the formations (Fig.11). The Bouguer
gravity anomaly varies from -74 to -92 mGal along the profile
A-A’. The broad gravity high with +10 mGal relief between
Muddebihal and Talikota indicate a basic body (D=2.85 gm/
-74
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Fig.11. Gravity model along Muddebihal-TalikotaManglur-Shahpur Section

Four basic bodies were delineated, of which IB-R, IBHS & IB-K were lying under the Deccan trap cover while
IB-MT is within the granite gneiss. The aeromagnetic data
in corroboration with regional ground gravity data confirms
the extension of schist belts of Eastern Dharwar Craton under
Deccan trap. The electromagnetic images of Bhima basin
also indicate similar results (Garcia Xavier & Kameswara
Rao, 2013).

Fig.12. Inferred structural and geological map,Deodurg-Hutti area, Karnataka
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The gravity and aeromagnetic maps show the extension
of HSB towards NE upto Jalahalli. A number of radial
structures were delineated in the Euler 3D solution of
aeromagnetic map near known gold working areas like Uti,
Wandali and Budini. These structures might have played as
a conduit for the emplacement of hydrothermal solutions of
auriferous nature in the area. A major ENE-WSW fault is
noticed in the southern part of HSB.
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Abstract
Detailed Induced polarization (IP) and magnetic surveys were carried out around southwest Kerpura-Karoi area in
Sikar district, Rajasthan. This area falls in the northern extension of well known Rohil Uranium Deposit (RUD), along
the albitite line. Surface and subsurface geological data of the area suggest that uranium mineralization is structurally
controlled, associated with deep seated fractures/along axial regions of folds. Major features in the study area have NESW trends where uranium mineralization is also associated with disseminated sulphides. Samples collected from this area
for petro-mineralogical studies indicated the presence of sulphides and magnetic minerals.
Magnetic and IP surveys were conducted along N300W-S300E direction perpendicular to the general structural trends
in Kerpura. Total magnetic intensity (TMI) anomaly and reduced to pole (RTP) anomaly images, deciphered high order
linear magnetic anomaly trending N400E-S400W in the northern part of the area. A series of parallel, arcuate shaped
magnetic anomalies in the southern part of the survey area were also identified, the causative source of which are
amphibolites/pyroxenites
IP survey was conducted deploying two different array techniques, i.e., dipole-dipole and gradient array. IP survey
has delineated a high chargeability zone in the north-eastern part of the area, associated with low resistivity indicating
dissemination of sulphides. A medium to high chargeability zone has been identified in the south western part of the area,
correlatable with medium to high resistivity anomaly, indicating sulphide mineralization within the resistive siliceous
formation. Pseudo depth sections generated for few traverses have indicated the depth to the top of chargeability zone
occurring at 50 m.

Introduction
Rajasthan is endowed with a continuous geological
sequence of rocks from the oldest Archaean metamorphic,
represented by BhilwaraSupergroup (>2500 Ma) to recent
alluvium & wind-blown sand. Vast unconsolidated deposits
including the blown sand of the Thar Desert of western
Rajasthan cover the western and north-western parts of the
state. The remaining area exposes various types of
metamorphic rocks like schist, quartzite, marble, and gneisses
of Precambrian age with associated acid & basic intrusives.
The formations include the rocks of AravalliSupergroup,
Delhi Supergroup, upper Precambrian VindhyanSupergroup
and those of Cambrian to Jurassic, Cretaceous, and Tertiary
ages. The Delhi Supergroup (Middle Proterozoic) covers
about 7% of the total area of Rajasthan and is grouped into
North Delhi Fold Belt (NDFB) and South Delhi Fold Belt
(SDFB), based on the geological and tectonic set-ups (SinhaRoy, 1984).

belongs to the Khetri sub-basin of North Delhi Fold Belt
(NDFB) and consists of Paleo to Meso Proterozoic Delhi
Supergroup (Figure.1) (Ajabgarh group) of rocks. Quartz
biotite schist, quartzite, carbonaceous schist, calc-silicate,
acidic and basic intrusives are the major lithounits and the
area has undergone polyphase deformation resulting in
structural complexity (Yadav et al, 1995). This area is
northern continuation of well known Rohil Uranium deposit
hosted by albitite zone.

Occurrence of a number of significant radioactive
anomalies along the albitite line has set off a surge for
extensive exploration for uranium in NDFB. The North Delhi
Fold Belt exposes metasediments of Alwar, Ajabgarh and
Raialo groups with intrusive of granites, aplites, albitites,
mafic/ultramafic rocks and quartzo-feldspathic veins. The
metasediments are deposited in a marginal marine to fluvial
environment in three linear belts, designated as Khetri, Alwar
and Bayana-Lalsot sub-basins. The study area Kerpura,

Geophysical Investigations

The surface and subsurface geological data suggest
uranium mineralization in the area is structurally controlled
and is associated with deep seated fractures/shear/axial
regions of folds. The mineralization is also associated with
disseminated sulphides. Majority of these structural surfaces
follow NNE-SSW trend and incidentally fall along the zone
of albitisation.

Geophysical methods have proved to be indispensable
in deciphering the structural features and conducting zones
which often form the controls of mineralization. Ground
geophysical surveys were carried out in a number of areas
(Rohil, Ghateswar, Kerpura-Salwari, Gumansighkidhani,
HurrakiDhani and Raghunathgarh) in Sikar district,
Rajasthan (Yadav et al 1995). Airborne geophysical surveys
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Fig. 1. Location map of Kerpura - Karoi Area
were carried out previously during the years 2006-2007 using
hummingbird FDEM system. Horizontal coplanar and
vertical coaxial coil sets were used with frequencies 880
Hz, 980 Hz, 6.6 kHz, 7 kHz, 35 kHz. Based on the airborne
survey, conductors were delineated in the study area using
coaxial frequencies 7 kHz and 980 Hz. Keeping in view of
the airborne electromagnetic conductor, ground geophysical
surveys i.e., magnetic and induced polarization surveys were
adopted for detailed exploration in the area. The general
geological strike in the area ENE-WSW direction was
adopted. Traverse lines were planned perpendicular to the
geological trend i.e., N300E- S300W direction.

Magnetic Survey
Magnetic survey was carried out in detailed scale with
GPS based GEM magnetometer. Magnetic observations
were corrected for diurnal variation. Figure 2 presents the
total field magnetic intensity image. The TMI map shows a
sharp linear magnetic anomaly extending over a strike length
of 2.8 km in northern part of the area in N400E-S400W
direction. A series of parallel, arcuate shaped linear magnetic
anomalies in southern part of the survey area is observed
which show remarkably different geological setup from that
of the northern part. The source of these anomalies is due to

magnetite minerals present in the albitite rich quartz biotite
schist.
Figure 3 and 4 presents reduced to the pole (RTP) and
first vertical derivative images of RTP data. Spatial locations
of the anomaly features are clearly brought out in the reduced
to pole image and its first vertical derivative image. Parallel
magnetic beds and their termination by fault/fracture are
clearly resolved in the vertical derivative image (VDI). The
source of these anomalies appear to be altered quartz biotite
schist (EARFAM, Vol.14) in which magnetite minerals are
formed by high temperature alteration by injection of
extensive albitite veins. The magnetic susceptibility
measurements on a number of rock samples collected from
the well dumps supports the inference drawn from the study.
High values of magnetic susceptibility are recorded on
magnetic highs as shown on the first vertical derivative
image. Folding pattern of the beds is also clearly seen and
these magnetic linears which are terminated by a fault/
fracture. This fracture zone is indicated by a low magnetic
zone throughout. Airborne conductor axis has also correlated
with the magnetic low zone.
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Fig. 2. Total magnetic field response from Kerpura – Karoi area

Fig. 3. Reduce to pole respone from total magnetic field of Kerpura - Karoi.
VDI has also enhanced shallow magnetic bodies towards
eastern side of the area. Significant folding pattern has
identified in the eastern side of the area.

Induced Polarization and Resistivity Surveys
Induced polarization has proven to be the most useful
tool for mapping of sulphides from surface. Induced
polarization and resistivity surveying using IRIS time domain

IP was undertaken over 6sqkms area. Dipole-dipole survey
with electrode spacing of 50m and dipole separation (n) from
1 to 4 was adopted covering 2.8 sq kms for general coverage
in Kerpura village in. Gradient survey with fixed current
electrode spacing of 1400m and potential electrode spacing
of 50m was adopted in Karoi village. Apparent chargeability
and resistivity are shown in figures 5 and 6.A significant
high chargeability zone has been brought out in the north
eastern part of Kerpura village, indicating dissemination of
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Kar-2borehole

Fig. 4. First vertical derivative of RTP image
sulphides (Sumner .J .S, 1972) .A significant low resistivity in association with high chargeability indicates occurrence
anomaly is associated with this zone. The trend of the high of sulphide mineralization within the resistive siliceous
chargeability zone associated with low resistivity is taking a formation (Srinivas, R et al, 1995).
shape of a fold pattern as shown figure 5. Low order of
To find the variations in chargeability and resistivity with
chargeability within the fracture zone inferred from magnetic
depth and to remove the array effect, inverted depth sections
has been observed in further western side. This structural
were prepared for traverses E2 and W2 using
feature is found to be important for uranium mineralization
Res2Dinvprogram (Loke, 2010). Inverted chargeability
as proved by subsequent drilling.
depth sections are shown in figure 7 (a) and (b).
Medium chargeability zone with anomaly amplitude
(9 to 14mV/V) is extending over a strike length of 1800m
with decreasing amplitude towards western side near Karoi
village. This anomaly indicates the presence of sparse
distribution of sulphides. Medium to high resistivity values

In all the chargeability-depth sections, significant
anomalies occur beyond a depth of about 50m and its
amplitude increases with depth. Above the depth of 50m,
there is very low order of chargeability which indicates the
oxidized zone or overburden.

E2
W2
Kar 2

Fig. 5. Apparent Chargeability Image of Kerpura-Karoi area. (black lines
represent depth sections shown below)
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W2
Kar 2 borehole

E2

Kar-2 Borehole

W2
Kar-2 borehole

Fig. 6. Apparent resistivity Image of Kerpura-Karoi area

Fig. 7. Inverted Resistivity and Chargeability depth section of Line W2 and Line E2
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Integrated Interpretation

indicating a fracture zone and moderate chargeability profile
over the mineralized zone.

The integration of chargeability and resistivity map shows
the high chargeability zone in Kerpura, correlates with low
resistivity values indicating disseminated sulphides at depth.
Previous boreholes (KRP1&2) drilled in this area have
indicated number of thin and moderately thick bands of
radioactivity. Sulphide minerals were noticed in most of the
boreholes. The trend of the chargeability and resistivity
indicate a folding pattern of the formation. The folding
pattern also corroborates with the subtle magnetic trend on
the first vertical derivative image.

Petrography

In Karoi village, moderate chargeability and resistivity
zone trending in ENE-WSW direction is associated with
magnetic low trend inferred as fracture zone which is also a
prospective for Uranium mineralization.
Fig. 8 shows the information on lithological and
mineralization on a borehole drilled based on the
interpretation of geophysical data. Moderately thick bands
of uranium mineralization were intercepted in KAR-2
borehole with significant eU3O8 grade of 0.01%, 0.09% and
0.072% having thickness of 1.3m, 0.6m and 0.8m
respectively. Borehole section indicates mineralization in
fractured albitized quartz biotite schist. Geophysical profiles
over the borehole section show low magnetic profile

Rock samples collected from Kerpura and Karoi villages,
Sikar district, Rajasthan were analyzed in petrology
laboratory, Western Region, Jaipur. These samples were
studied for the ore mineral contents to support the data
generated and to understand the causative mineralogical
factors for the anomalous values noted in the field
investigations (Fig.9). These are identified as albite-biotitequartz schist, quartz albitite and impure limestone. The
biotite-quartz schist contains disseminated grains of pyrite
and magnetite. Pyrite is more abundant and occurs as fine
sized, subhedral to anhedral grains while magnetite is subhedral to euhedral and larger sized than pyrite. Total ore
minerals in this sample are ~2% by volume. In quartz albitite,
no discrete ore minerals are present. However, the Fe content
of the rock ought to be higher due to presence of iron
inclusions within aventurine albite. Besides this, minor
micro-fractures are also filled with hydrated ferruginous
material. In impure limestone, disseminated grains of pyrite
and magnetite are the ore minerals. Pyrite is finer sized and
less abundant than magnetite. Due to significant amount of
magnetite, calc-silicate rock near Karoi village measured
high order of magnetic susceptibility giving rise to
pronounced magnetic anomaly.

Fig. 8. Borehole section along with the responses of geophysical parameters.
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Fig. 9. Petrology micrographs of rock samples of Kerpura area

Conclusion
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for giving permission to publish the paper. The authors also
thank Shri L.K. Nanda Additional Director (Op-III), for the
encouragement. Information on the drilling results and
petrological analysis of samples provided by Shri Dheeraj
Pande and K.Nautiyal are gratefully acknowledged.

IP survey brought out a high chargeability zone associated
with low resistivity indicating dissemination of sulphides in
northwestern part of the area. Inverted depth sections of
resistivity and chargeability show that the non-mineralised
oxidized zone extends to a depth of about 50m beyond which
chargeability anomalies occur. As seen from the correlation
of drilling results, very high chargeability zones on northeastern part, have indicated only low order uranium
mineralisation, whereas low to medium chargeability
anomalies associated with low magnetic anomalies have
shown significant uranium mineralisation. Low order
chargeability may be caused by alteration features with a
little dispersion of sulphides within the fracture zone that
give rise to a magnetic low.
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Abstract
The Mettupalayam ultramafic complex (MUC) is characterized by a group of ultramafic and mafic rocks ranging in
composition from dunite, peridotite, meta-pyroxenite with or without chromotite, amphibolite, garneti-ferous gabbro,
gabbroic anorthosite and anorthosite occurring as bands and lenses within the Bhavani Gneissic complex. The strategy
adopted in the processing of the geophysical data for bringing out the subtle variations which are otherwise masked due
to the effect of adjacent geological features and the analysis of the geophysical signatures for delineating the extensions
of the PGE hosts exposed in the trenches is elucidated in this paper. The magnetic (TF) anomaly maps bring out, a well
defined low dominant anomaly observed over meta-pyroxenite bands exposed in the trenches/surface. The high anomaly
zones on either side of meta-pyroxenite can be interpreted as due to the presence of HBG or granite gneiss. From the
interpretation of magnetic (TF) anomaly map, a number of anomalies were observed and their priority for follow up is
rated in three categories, namely-low, medium and high. Magnetic low, medium and high anomalies may be due to
meta-pyroxenite, HBG/biotite gniess and granite gneiss respectively in area. The total field magnetic surveys have
identified litho units which are favorable location for PGE mineralization.

Introduction
Geophysical methods in the exploration for Ni-Cu-PGE
deposits have an impressive track record in the discovery of
blind deposits, particularly for conductive sulfide deposits
containing a significant amount of pyrrhotite. As near-surface
deposits become increasingly rare, because they are easiest
to find, exploration programs for Ni-Cu-PGE will inevitably
move away from traditional geologic mapping and
prospecting and more toward geophysical detection.
Geophysical methods require that a measureable physical
property contrast exists between the mineralization and the
surrounding country rocks. In the case of Ni-Cu-PGE sulfide
rich ore bodies, the extreme conductivity of the massive or
net-textured sulfide minerals is in high contrast to the
normally resistive country rock typically by several orders
of magnitude. Indirect geophysical methods, such as
magnetic, gravity and radiometrics, help to map regional
geology, outline potential host rocks, and sometimes define
structure. With these methods the geophysical response is
usually related to the properties of the host rock, a specific
mineral, or structures related to the emplacement or
remobilization of sulfide minerals (Stephen J. Balch, 2010).
Measurements of variations in the Earth’s magnetic field
have been effective for outlining ultramafic rocks hosting
Ni-Cu-PGE deposits due to the abundance of magnetite. In
some cases, where the ultramafic rocks are serpentinized,
the magnetic anomalies may look similar to those of iron
formation. Magnetic survey is a well known technique to
delineate subsurface structures and has been used extensively
in many parts of the world(Al-Garni, 2004a,b, 2005; AlGarni et al.,2005; Al-Garni et al., 2006; Al-Garni, 2009, in

press; Sultanet et.al.,). The magnetic methods are among
the cheapest geophysical methods and, from the operational
point of view, also among the easiest and fastest. Moreover,
the applicability of magnetic methods is so wide that it is
generally a sound policy to include a magnetic survey in
every comprehensive geophysical campaign. Magnetic
anomalies have long been used as an ideal way to ‘discover’
high-grade ore deposits, to outline shallow and deep geologic
structures and to identify buried magnetic objects from 55gallon drums to batholiths (L.L. Brown et al., 2011). The
success of magnetic methods in discovering shallow as well
as deep-seated magnetic iron ore bodies has been
outstanding. Discoveries have been reported in which the
depth to the bodies was as much as 700-1,000 m and there is
little doubt that careful analysis of precision data could, under
favorable circumstances, double or even quadruple these
figures (D.S. Parasnis, 1966). Information on the
magnetization of earth’s crust comes out from the study of
anomalies at ground, aeromagnetic and satellite levels as
well as study of rocks exposed on surface. The many studies
of assumptions prevails that observed magnetization is the
result of an induced field, parallel to the present field that is
controlled in magnitude by susceptibility of the source. The
possibility of remnant magnetization contributing to
terrestrial anomalies is commonly ignored, although
remanence is well accepted as the dominant component in
marine surveys ((L.L. Brown et al., 2011). All other factors
being constant, the magnetic response of a magnetic body is
directly proportional to the magnitude of its magnetization.
The magnetization of the body can be directly related to the
volume concentration of magnetic minerals in the body, and
the relationship varies according to magnetic minerals
present (D.A. Clark, 1997 & P.J. Gunn et al. 1997). The
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form and amplitude of magnetic response of the mineral
deposit depend on many other variables in addition to the
concentration of magnetic minerals present. Other key factors
are the geometry and depth of the deposits, its orientation
relative to magnetic north and inclination of the earth’s field
at its location. There relationships are out side the scope of
this paper but are discussed in detail in all basic texts on the
magnetic interpretation (P.J. Gunn et al. 1997 & W.M.
Telford 1990). Magnetometry is a well-known application
for deducing geological structure (D.S. Parasnis, 1966 and
Gibson, P.J., 1996). A ground magnetic survey (TF) was
carried out to delineate probable hosts of PGE mainly
represented by meta-pyroxenite and pyroxenite bands. Since,
these rocks are characterized by contrasting susceptibility
in comparison with the PGC suite of rocks, the magnetic
methods were advantageously deployed for delineating these
rocks and the associated structures and thus determine the
nature of the contact between meta-pyroxenite (i.e. host rocks
for PGE minerals) and the surrounding country rock in
Mettupalayam mafic-ulatra mafic complex, Tamilnadu,
India.

in the central Tamil Nadu are major ones. Layered
ultramafic-mafic complexes are considered to be potential
source for PGE mineralization.
Geology map of the Mettupalayam Ultramafic Complex
(MUC) is presented in figure1. The Mettupalayam
Ultramafic Complex (MUC) is characterized by a group of
mafic-ultramafic rocks ranging in composition from dunite
through peridotite, meta-pyroxinite, amphibolite,
garnetiferous gabbro, gabbroic anorthosite to anorthosite
with or without chromitite layers occurring as large enclaves
within the Bhavani gneissic Complex (Gopalkrishnan 1994).
These litho units belong to Charnockite Group, Migmatite
Complex, Sathyamangalam Group, Bhavani Group and
younger basic and acid intrusives. The MUC occurs within
the ‘Cauvery Suture Zone’ (CSZ) (Gopalkrishnan et al. 1990)
that is bound by two mega lineaments, the Moyar-BhavaniAttur Lineament in the north and the Palaghat-Cauvery
Lineament in the south. The mafic-ultramafic units represent
a differentiated sequence emplaced along reactivated fault/
shear and occur as dismembered bands.

Geology of Mettupaliyam Ultramafic Complex Geology of Mutthukkallur Block
In Tamil Nadu, ultramafic-mafic-anorthosite complex
occur in Mettupalayam, Sittampundi, Torappadi, Manmala,
Thenmudiyar, Kadavur and Oddanchatram areas. Out of
these, the Mettupalayam and Sittampundi Complexes located

The ultramafic rocks are exposed near Mutthukkallur
village with 10 to 15m width. The ultramafic rocks (meta
pyroxenite & meta gabbro) are occurring within hornblende
biotite gneiss along ENE-WSW with moderate to steep dip

Fig.1. Geology cum location map of MUC.
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towards north. They are fine to medium grained with light
green to dark green in colour, hard, compact and massive in
nature. The detailed geology map is shown in figure 2.

Geology of Mangalampalayam
The block contains mainly metapyroxenite, tremoliteactinolite schist, hornblende biotite gneiss and charnockite
having ENE- WSW with subvertical dip towards northeast.
The meta pyroxenite is light green coloured, hard, compact,
massive, fine to medium grained in nature. The detailed
geology map is shown in figure 3.
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Survey Layout
Detailed magnetic survey was carried out in the study
area comprising of Mutthukkallur and Mangalampalyam
blocks of MUC, Tamilnadu. The survey was conducted along
sixty profiles covering the study area. GEM’s proton
precession magnetometers system was used in this survey
for base station and the survey along profiles. All geophysical
traverses were laid in perpendicular direction to the
geological strike maintaining 20 meter traverse interval. The
0/0 was situated over the meta-gabbro hill and the pyroxenite
mound in Mutthukkallur and Mangalampalayam blocks
respectively. For this magnetic survey, station interval of 5m
over ultra-mafic bodies and 10 m in HBG or meta gabbro
was followed. A total of more than 4000 observations were
recorded with station interval of 5 m and 10 m as interline
distance, whereas base readings at approx. 60 minute interval
were recorded using the base station unit. The survey was
subjected to corrections for diurnal and micropulsation time
variations. The correction for normal variation with reference
to IGRF–2005 epoch was made. For each station IGRF value
of 40855nT i.e., the IGRF value at (0/0) was removed from
the diurnal corrected total field to obtain magnetic (TF)
anomaly. Since, both blocks are of small dimensions hence
the normal variation of magnetic(TF) which is of the order
of 3 nT, is considered negligible.

Results and Discussions
Magnetic Anomaly
Fig. 2. Geology map Mutthukkallur

The Magnetic (TF) survey was carried out in
Mutthukkallur and Mangalampalyam blocks of

Fig. 3. Geology map Mangalampalayam

Qualitatively the corrected total intensity map of
Mutthukkallur (fig. 4) shows the magnetic total field
amplitude, which reaches 785 nT. The map shows an acute
variation in the magnetic intensity, indicating variations in
either lithology or basement topography. These variations
can be classified into distinctive zones marked as A, B & C,
as shown on the magnetic anomaly map (fig. 4). These three
different zones based on the magnetic intensity variations
are possibly related to the zones of structural variations based
on the geological investigations. The highest magnetic
intensity values are located at the southern part of the study
area (marked as C) which is well corroborated with MetaGabbro. It may represent high magnetic susceptibility, acting
as the sources of these intense variations in the magnetic
intensity that varies from 41 to 343 nT. It seems that there
are considerable variations in the subsurface magnetic
sources. To the north and east of this zone, the zones marked
as B are located. These are characterized by relatively
moderate magnetic anomaly amplitude, indicating that they
are relatively deep seated and or/soil covered sources. This
magnetic map also brought out a band of 20 meter (from
N35 to N55) having low magnetic values from -442 to 2 nT

Fig.4. Magnetic (TF) anomaly map Mutthukkallur block
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between known structural geology and magnetic anomalies.
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Fig.5. Magnetic (TF) profiles along traverse ‘W20’&
‘W40’, Mutthukkallur block
marked as A. It is going parallel to the baseline and may be
due to meta-pyroxenite. As this zone is also located to the
north-east border and open to the east of the study area, the
anomaly detected in this zone was not completely surveyed
due to the limitation of field area. The geophysical data was
collected along 9 traverses from traverse -60 to traverse 100
in this block. Two geophysical traverses ‘W20 (or -20)’and
‘W 40 (or -40) are presented in profile form, stacked (fig.5)
for not only visualizing the continuity of anomalies along
strike direction but also to know the variation of amplitude
vis-à-vis the various geological units. Low magnetic anomaly
along these traverses is signature for the presence of metapyroxenite (i.e. host rock for PGE mineral). It is quite clear
from these profiles that the depths of magnetic anomaly
source is shallow and magnetic inclination is 0°.
The Magnetic (TF) anomaly map of Mangalampalayam
block is presented in fig. 6. Overall magnetic variation of
2709nT observed in Mangalapalayam block ranging from 1672 over Meta-pyroxenite to 1037nT over granite gneiss.
Mostly area of this block is soil cover/agriculture fields.
Magnetic (TF) anomaly map is in good agreement with the
geological map of this area as shown in figure 3. From the
interpretation of magnetic (TF) anomaly map, a number of
anomalies were observed and their priority for follow up is
rated in three categories, namely-low, medium and high.
Magnetic low, medium and high anomalies marked as A, B
& C respectively may be due to meta-pyroxenite, Biotite
gneiss/HBG and Granite gneiss respectively found in this
block. The contacts of Granite gneiss/Biotite Gneiss with
meta-pyroxenite/ pyroxenite are reflected in the magnetic
map with high values. It is quite clear from magnetic map
that two bands having -1671 nT negative magnetic low
anomaly ranging from -1672 nT to -1 nT are going parallel
in northern and southern parts of study area and join together
at traverse 0, which may be favorable zones for metapyroxenite. Apart from these two prominent bands one more
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(1)
for profile data, and as
(2)

Fig. 6. Magnetic (TF) anomaly map Mangalampalayam block

for gridded data, where M is the anomalous magnetic
field.The horizontal derivatives are computed in the space
domain using differences or splines, and the vertical
derivative is computed in the wave number domain using
fast Fourier transforms. For profile data, the vertical
derivative can be computed as the Hilbert transform of the
horizontal derivative. If we assume that M represents the
field of an isolated magnetic contact of large depth extent
(Nabighian, 1972, 1774, Roest, W.R. et al., 1992, Ian N.
MacLeod 1993 & Mansour Abdullah Al-Garni, 2010), then
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Fig. 7. Magnetic (TF) profiles along traverse ‘0’&
‘E120’, Mangalampalayam block
low magnetic band is delineated in south-east corner of this
map. The total field magnetic surveys have identified litho
units which are favorable location for PGE mineralization.
The bipolar nature was observed near the north-east corner
of study area between stations 280 to 360 of traverse E40,
indicating the magnetic fault/contact and extending towards
east direction. The stacked profile plots of the geophysical
parameters along traverses ‘0’ & ‘E120 (or 120) are presented
in figure 7. These profiles have helped in understanding the
different geophysical signatures, which are typical and
diagnostic, over meta-pyroxenite, biotite gneiss/HBG and
granite gneiss. Two bipolar magnetic signatures were
observed over both traverses which may be due to the magnetic
contacts between two rock types with shallow depth.

For total field anomaly data,
where d is the dip of the contact, i is the inclination of the
geomagnetic field, and a is the angle between the profile
direction and magnetic north. When applied to the observed
magnetic field, the analytic signal method generally produces
good horizontal locations for contacts and sheet sources
regardless of their geologic dip or the geomagnetic latitude
(AS-MAG). Depths are accurate for contacts, and too shallow
for most other source types. Dipolar effects are absent in
analytical signal map which are otherwise present magnetic
(TF) anomaly map. Analogous to the horizontal gradient
method, the analytic signal method can be applied to the
pseudogravity field, or to the first vertical integral of the
magnetic field, to have more accurate depths to sheet sources.
Fig. 8 & 9 shows some of the possible magnetic contacts.

Analytical Signal
The analytic signal was calculated for the target area of
interest to extract the location of magnetic sources, contacts
or edges. A brief introduction to the method used is given here.
The analytic signal method uses the square of the analytic
signal amplitude defined as

Fig. 8. Analytical map of Mutthukkallur
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Fig. 9. Analytical map of Mangalpalayam
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ASSOCIATION OF EXPLORATION GEOPHYSICISTS
AEG Award for the best Ph.D. Thesis in Geophysics
APPLICATION FORM
for Ph.D. Thesis Awarded for the period ______________

#

#

Name of the candidate :

Date of Birth

:

Address for
Correspondence

:

Phone/Fax/email

:

Title of the doctoral
thesis

:

Department

:

University

:

Date of announcement
:
of the award of Ph.D
Thesis

(Acceptance letter/notification/degree from the
concerned University/Institute may please be enclosed)

Enclosure No.:

Enclose the following in both hard copy and soft copy* format
1. A Copy of the Thesis
2. Summary of the significant work in 1000 words
(Important figures may be included)
3. Milestone contribution in the thesis in the opinion of
the candidate to justify his/her nomination (500 words)
4. Publications based on thesis work
*The soft copy of the enclosures along with the scanned copy of the Application form to be sent by an email
to aegindiageophysics@yahoo.com

Place

:

Date

:
Signature of the Candidate

Signature of the guide/Head of
the Department/Head of the Institution.

The Applications must be sent to

The Secretary
Association of Exploration Geophysicists
# 12-13-266, Street No.15, Tarnaka, Hyderabad - 500 017, India.
Phone: (040) 2700 0392
Email: aegindiageophysics@yahoo.com
www.aegind.org

Association of Exploration Geophysicists
# 12-13-266, Street No. 15, Tarnaka, Hyderabad – 500 017
Telefax: +91-40-2700 0392
E-mail: aegindiageophysics@yahoo.com, Web Site: aegind.org

Membership Application Form
I, hereby apply for

Life / Student Membership

of the Association of Exploration Geophysicists.

Please type or write in block letters:
Title

:

(Mr./Ms./Dr./Prof.)

:

Name

:

Designation

:

Organisation

:

Address

:

City & Pin code

:

Country

:

Phone

:

E-mail

:

Mailing Address

:

Qualifications*

:

Experience*

:

Research Interest*

:

Publications*

:

Membership of any other Association, Society, Academy, etc.
·

Attach a separate sheet, if necessary

Fax :

Sponsor for Life Membership
Name & Designation

:

Organisation

:

Address
Member of AEG

:
:

Yes / No

I am satisfied that the applicant is worthy of becoming a Life member of the Association of
Exploration Geophysicists and I recommend the applicant for Life membership.
Date

Signature of Sponsor

Student Membership
Student Applicants must give information on the status and time scale of their studies, countersigned
by their Professor. The duration of Student Membership is valid only till the period of their study.
Date expected to Graduate

Degree

Signature of Professor

University

Membership Fees (to be enclosed along with the Application form)
Life Membership
Student Membership

:
:

Rs. 2,500/- (US $ 250 for Foreign Members)
Rs. 100/- for admission and Rs.10 as annual subscription every year.

Payments are to be made by Demand Drafts drawn in favor of the Secretary, AEG, Hyderabad.
Details of Bank Account of AEG for sending the amount directly through Electronic Transfer
a. Account Holder Name: Association of Exploration Geophysicists
b. Bank Name: State Bank of Hyderabad, Osmania University Branch, Hyderabad
c. Bank Account of Number: 52198268342
d. MICR Code: 500004044
e. Indian Financial System Code (IFSC) : SBHY0020071
q Fee Enclosed

D.D. / Cheque No. :

Date :

Amount :

DECLARATION BY THE APPLICANT

I hereby certify that the information given above is true to the best of my knowledge. I fully
subscribe to the aims and objectives of the AEG and undertake to abide by the rules and regulations
of the Association, in case I am declared a Life Member / Student Member of the Association.
Date

Signature of Applicant
(FOR OFFICE USE)

The Applicant is Granted/Refused admission to the AEG as a Life Member / Student Member.
Reasons in case of non-admission of the applicant.......................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................................................
Membership No.
Date

Receipt No.

Date
Secretary/Treasurer

for Rs.

Year

